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Boss slayer tyrone s unblocked games

Unblocked games have become popular in recent times. Unblock Games 77 is accessible everywhere, even in schools and at work! Play your boss funny - unblock games 77 school or unblocked games online at work! It includes many unblocked games you can enjoy! Tyrone's unblock game. Search this site. house. 13 days later. 2048. 3 on 3 hockey...
Boss Slayer. Bowman. Bowman 2. Bomaster. Boxhead 2. Bullet bill. Bullet Bill 2. Bullet Bill 3. Canbalt. Valley Defense. Cat Mario. Cat Ninja. Clicker Heroes. Play the original version of Whack unblocking your boss at school. Play the game, torture your boss in 27 different ways and have some fun. If you're looking for an awesome new unblock game to play,
unblock your boss. This is the perfect game for anyone who hates their boss, this popular game slogan Strange Kill Your Boss in Unblock your boss. Funny your boss who is one of the unblock games is a very interesting game in hot unblock games. Thanks to this interesting game, you may have the chance to get out all your internal frustration about your
work environment. To achieve this, the game allows you to torture your boss in different ways. Funny Your Boss 2 Fantasy Edition is a fun action game in sun unblock game. Funny Like all other games in your game series, this fantasy version has some ways to torture the person you hate. Your mission in this version is to find 10 ways to whack your boss.
Playing [...] Unblock Games Boy. Unblocked Game 1 on 1 Soccer 1 Shot Destroyer 2048 Achievement 2 Action Turnip Candy Crush Unlock... 18 Wheeler 3D Funny Your Ex Funny Your Neighbor Funny My Phone Funny Thief Thieves Funny Your Boss Wheely 2 Wheely 3 2D Air Hockey Funny Your Neighbor . Operate by creating your own unique website
with customization... Funny your boss is interesting in a very enjoyable and hot unblock game. In this unblock game, you'll have the chance to get rid of all your frustration about the work environment by torturing your boss in many different ways, so you welcome free therapy! This game has only one mission, [...] Strange Your Boss 2 is just right for you. Just
click on the link and start playing that amazing game Sun Unblocked Game makes it possible for you with your boss, which is one of the unblocked games. Now, it's time to get all out of your frustration and anger about your boss and work environment by torturing your boss. Your mission is to relax by finding possible ways to whack your boss in this game.
Strange your boss. Her awkwardness, just as awkward as her can. Or, alternatively, whack your computer. Operate by creating your own unique website with customizable templates. Get Started Boss Battle Games is Indie's largest unlimited play arcade, which is locally owned and operated since 2015. Indiana's largest shopping mall – re-live your 90's mall
arcade memories at Castleton Square Mall. We bother with tokens or tickets Is, just real game game for people Want to play real games. 11/19/2017 · Funny your boss is a beautiful flash game. It's an attention-grabbing game. The essential problem of this game is the reality that it is completely completely completely different from completely completely
different constant video games. Funblocked.Games is the homepage of the most popular and most addictive unblocked games worldwide. Our website is absolutely free and works to provide the best games for our users. Keep in mind that most games are free and don't require any payments or other functions to enjoy them. Tags: free unblocked games,
funny your boss unblocked enblock ✓ other unblocked games. Frog Rush. Real car parking. Amy Autopsy . Break the cup. Kill the graveyard zombies. Run or die unblock. Cat Ninja Unblock Gam... Return man 2. Happy Glass Unblock. Gun Builder 2. Super fighters unblock. ebook-nick-murray-simple money.html, echo project-festival-atlanta.html, economic
situation-nigeria.html, editor-pdf-android-tutorial.html, eiffel-tower-fact-for-kids.html Click to reveal the card in that set. Click here for an alphabetical list of all cards. Label quantities with a ♫ indicate that duplicate is optional art. ★ a card with a minimum players requirement indicates that it allows any number of players to be used. The content [show] promo
cards represent promo cards marked with a quantity* that was included with the prototype, meaning that anyone with a prototype can have more copies of the number listed. Base Seditt is also known as Boss Monster: The Dungeon Building Card Game or Boss Monster: Master of the Dungeon. This is the original game. Card
NoNameSubtitleXP/dam/HP/PhaseTreasureTypeEffect/DescriptionMinimum PlayersQuantity BMR0001Draculordhpnotic Vampire900ClericBossLevel up: The target opponent shows his or her hand. Take a card and put it in your hand. - 1 BMR002XyzaxProgenitor Lich750ClericBossLevel Up: Choose two cards from the discard pile and put them in your
hand. - King Croak Sultan of 1 BMR003 Sewer 800 Fighter Boss Level: You can search the room deck or discard the pile for an advanced monster room. You can immediately build the room (with a matching treasure type in a room). - 1 BMR004 Robobo Angry Golem 400 Fighter Boss Level Up: Each opponent has to pick up and destroy a room in their
basement. - 1 BMR005 Cerebellus Father Brain 650 Man's Lage Boss Level Up: Discard a magic card if you can draw three magic cards. - 1 BMR006 Sexiness 600 Dana Boss Level Seducia Sorceress: You can search through the city or hero deck, choose a hero, and put it at the entrance of your dungeon. - 1 BMR007 Cleopatra Mother of Mummies 850
Thief Boss Level Up: You can search the deck of the room or leave piles for advanced trap rooms. You can immediately build the room (with a matching treasure type in a room). - 1 BMR008 Medusia 500 Thief Boss Level Up Pride Choose a hero in the city. Immediately destroy that hero and place it face down Your scorekeeping area. - 1 BMR009 Dark Altar
Trap Room 1 Maulvi * 2 rooms destroy this room: Choose a card from the discard pile and insert it in your hand. -3 BMR010 Open Grave Trap Room 2 Maulvi Room once per turn, if a hero dies in this room, choose a room card from the discard pile and insert it in your hand. - 2 BMR011 Ghost's Sanctum Monster Room 2 Maulvi Room When you build this
room, choose a rival. He leaves the opponent a random magic card. - 3 BMR012 Succubus Spa Monster Room 1 turn per cleric room once, if a hero dies in this room, choose an opponent. Take a random room or magic card from that opponent's hand. - 3 BMR013 Dracolich Lair Advanced Monster Room 3 Maulvi Room Once per turn, you can discard two
room cards to choose a ROM card from the discard pile and put it in your hand. - 2 BMR014 Vampire Bordello Advanced Monster Room 3 Maulvi Room Once Per Bend, you can heal a wound if a hero dies in this room. (Flip over one of your wounds, adding your soul value to your total.) - 2 BMR015 Ghost Armory Monster Room 1 Fighter * 2 Room Monster
Room Near this room deal + 1 damage. - 3 BMR016 Golem Factory Monster Room 2 combat room once turn per turn, if a hero dies in this room, draw a room card. - 3 BMR017 Minotaur's Labyrinth Monster Room 0 Fighter Room the first time a hero enters this room, send it back to the previous room. -2' BMR018 Neanderthal Cave Monster Room 3 Fighter
Room You cannot build an advanced room on the Neanderthal Cave. - 3 BMR019 Beast Menagerie Advanced Monster Room 4 Fighter Room once turn according to when you build another monster room, draw a room card. - 2 BMR020 Monster's Ballroom Advanced Monster Room * Fighter Room The damage of this room is equal to the number of monster
rooms in your dungeon. - 2 BMR021 Brainsucker Hive Monster Room 2 Mage Room Once turn according to, if a hero dies in this room, you can draw a magic card. -3 BMR022 Dark Laboratory Trap Room 1 Magi * 2 Room When you build this room, make two spell cards, then leave a spell card. - 3 BMR023 Haunted Library Trap Room 1 Day Water Exit
Room At the beginning of your turn, you can draw from the spell deck instead of the room deck. - 2♫ BMR024's Kitchen Monster Room 1 Pimple Room once per turn, you can discard a monster room card to draw a magic card. - 3 BMR025 All See Eye Advanced Mesh Room 3 Gage Room Once Per Turn when an opponent plays a magic card, you can
discard a magic card to cancel your effects. - 2 BMR026 Liger's Den Advanced Monster Room 2 Mage Room once turn up when you play a magic card, draw a magic card. - 2 BMR027 Bottomless Pit Trap Room 1 Thief Destroy the room destroy this room: kill a hero in this room. - 3 BMR028 Boulder Ramp Trap Room 1 Thief Room destroy another room in
your basement: Deal 5 damage a hero in this room. - 2 BMR029 whirl gas hallway trap room 1 thief room if the next room in your basement is a trap room, There is + 2 disadvantage. - 3*BMR030 Jackpot Stash Room 1 Thief * 2 Rooms Destroy this room: double the treasure value of your basement Until the end of the turn. - 3 BMR031 Recycling Center
Advanced Mesh Room 3 Thief Room When another room in your basement is destroyed, you can pull two room cards. - 2 BMR032 Crusher Advanced Trap Room 2 Thief Room destroys another room in your basement: by the end of the turn, your room has +2 damage. Modified: Once per turn, you can destroy another room in your basement to give all your
rooms +2 by the end of the turn. - 2 (‧) BMR033 Centipede Tunnel Monster Room 1 Fighter + Mage Room When you build this room, you can swap the appointment of two rooms in any one basement. - 2 BMR034 Construction Area Trap Room 1 Fighter + Thief Room When you build this room, you can immediately create an extra room. - 2 BMR035 Dragon
Hatchery Monster Room 0 Maulvi + Mage + Fighter + Thief Room (This room includes all four treasure types.) - 3 BMR036 copycat vault trap room 1 mage + thief room when you build this room, select an ordinary hero in the city and place it at the entrance of your basement. - 2 BMR037 monstrous monument trap room 1 maulvi + fighter room when you build
this room, select a monster room from discard pile and put it in your hand. - Choose a opponent: 2 BMR038 torture chamber trap room 1 cleric + thief room destroy this room. That opponent leaves a random cell card. - 2 BMR039 Zombie Prison Monster Room 1 Maulvi + Dana Room Destroy this room: Choose a dead hero in an opponent's scorekeeping
area. Send it back to the entrance of that player's dungeon - 2 BMR040 destroyer - adventure - give a trap room + 3 damage by the end of the magic turn. - 2♫ BMR041 Killer - Adventure - Magic Choose a hero in an opponent's dungeon. Give that hero +3 health by the end of the turn. - 3 BMR042 in cave - adventure - magic destroy a room in your dungeon.
Kill any hero in that room. - 2, BMR043 Counterspell - Build and Adventure - Spell Choose a spell card that has just been announced. Cancel the effect of that magic card. (Cancel magic cards are sent to the discard pile.) - 2 BMR044 Exhaustion - Adventure - Spell Deal X loss to a hero in your dungeon, where X is equal to the number of rooms in your
dungeon. - 1 BMR045 Fear - Adventure - Magic Choose a hero in any dungeon and send it back to the city. -2 BMR046 Freeze-Build and Adventure - Choose Spell and disable a room in any basement. (It has no damage, treasure, or capabilities until the end of the turn.) - 4 BMR047 huge size - adventure - give a monster room +3 damage by the end of the
magic turn. -2 BMR048 Threat-Building and Adventure - Magic All players should relinquish their hands, then draw a magic card and two room cards. - 2 BMR049 Cobold Strike - Build - Magic no room this twist can be constructed. The room under any face is returned to its owner's hand. - 1 BMR050 Inspiration - Build - Magic If you have fewer rooms than an
opponent, you can create an extra room at this juncture. (You should announce this before any rooms are revealed.) - 2 BMR051 Princess in Crisis - Build - Choose a hero in magic city. It's your Place at the door -2 BMR052 Soul Harvest-Build &amp; Adventure-Spell Choose a face-down hero in your scorekeeping area and remove it from the game. Draw
two magic cards. - 1 BMR053 Teleportation - Adventure - Send magic a hero back to your dungeon in the first room of your dungeon. (It continues to move through your basement this turn.) - 2♫ BMR054 Flurry - Adventure - Magic choose a player with at least two more spirits from you. No hero enters that player's basement this turn. (Any hero lives at the
entrance to that dungeon.) - 1 BMR055 Zombie Attack - Build - Magic Choose a dead hero in an opponent's scorekeeping arena. Send it back to the entrance of that player's basement. By the end of the turn, it has +2 health. - 2 BMR056 Maulvi Ordinary Hero 4 Maulvi Hero Nick Masher Young Cleric was well armed, and brave enough to take on the dragon
king himself. His credo: I hit it with my mace. 2 1 BMR057 Cleric Ordinary Hero 4 Cleric Hero Pugi Druidess a Protector of the Jungle, He Wields the Power of Nature. Flowers bloom in her footsteps, and life grows anew. 4 1 BMR058 Maulvi Ordinary Hero 6 Maulvi Hero Acacia, Warrior of Light Acacia is a carefree soul who makes his fortune. A strong
defender of good, he is also undeterred by dark dungeons. 2 BMR059 cleric Ordinary Hero 6 cleric Hero Charles Young Charles is allowed to be a mother to go courageous, but he has to return before sunset. 3 1 BMR060 Cleric Ordinary Hero 8 To protect Arcadia the messenger arcadia of light created by cleric Hero Delatorious, the goddess of light, this
baby angel doesn't miss a shot with his enchanted crossbow. 2 1 BMR061 Cleric Ordinary Hero 8 Cleric Hero Romero, indigo ascetic he is a dedicated man of clothing who wants to see the world coated in blue. You might think he's sad, but he's actually very, very happy. 4 BMR062 Fighter Ordinary Hero 4 Fighter Hero Boden Pantless Bowden's courage
only corresponds to his forgetfulness. The search for finding her wrong armor continues! 2ND BMR063 Fighter Ordinary Hero 4 Fighter Hero Jarek, Square for Lion Knights as a squirrel, Jarek loved nothing more than stories and legends. He had no idea that someday he would be one. 4 BMR064 Fighter Ordinary Hero 6 Fighter Hero Breath of Fire,
Arcadia's heroine red-haired warrior woman known as Breath of Fire promises her deadly twin blades for the Battle for Freedom 2 1 BMR065 Fighter Ordinary Hero 6 Fighter Hero Samurai Tom is not really a samurai, it wants masterless Ronin honor and glory. Watch 3 1 BMR066 Fighter Ordinary Hero 8 a humble member of the evening fighter hero Johnny
Evening Watch, whose band is sworn to leave the O'Brothers family, take gray, and clear dungeons. 2 BMR067 Fighter Ordinary Hero 8 Fighter Hero Krastol and Gerd's Alan tied to Gerd's unbroken ring, these lovers became the most dangerous husband-and-wife team in the daring business. 4 1 BMR068 Mage Ordinary Hero 4 Mage Hero Tieg and Magic
Bubble armed with his Bubble, Tieg braves dangerous castles and dungeons in search of musical instruments stolen from your people. 2 1 BMR069 Maz Ordinary Hero 4 Mage Hero Brandork Neverwrong Schooled in Seven Flavors of Magic, After the teachings of Brandork Master Face, Omniscient Astronomer 4 1 BMR070 Man Common Hero 6 Mage
Hero Mitchell, judge he has planes to wander again, lost evil.. । Ever since, his wife Nikki sent him to the store for diamond dust sugar. 2 1 BMR071 Magi Ordinary Hero 6 Magi Hero Kalesh Neinphingers the worst thief so far, Kalesh lost a finger and his freedom in one night. Taught magic in prison by his sorcered cellmate, he now kills evil with fire. 3 1
BMR072 page ordinary hero 8 page hero darton, elf pyromoner some elves just want to see the world burn. 2 1 BMR073 Pouge Ordinary Hero 8 Man Hero Koey, survivor of the last dragon Savannah Draconia vowed to save the world from the reign of Kirax with the power conferred on him by the last emerald dragon. Cutpurse from 4 1 bmr074 thief ordinary
hero 4 thief hero joman chim, twinkle in his eye, you might think he comes bearing the gift.. । Unless you check your empty pocket. 2 BMR075 Thief Ordinary Hero 4 Thief Hero Lance Uppercut, Treasure Hunter With a Bent Blade and a Clenched Fist, he gathers glowing treasures for the glory of the Keonish Empire. 4 1 BMR076 Thief Ordinary Hero 6 Thief
Hero Jesta Wicked Ok, so you take the big man to the left with the axe, you've got two little ones on the right with swords, and I'll take this dangerous-looking treasure chest with no lock on here... 2 BMR077 Thief Ordinary Hero 6 Thief Hero Kins Klausky, Mad Conquiddor It's hard for me to think about death, how insects and insects will eat me... I never think
about death. I haven't even started to live properly yet. 3 1 BMR078 Thief Ordinary Hero 8 Thief Hero Sir Digby Apple, ace detective he battles to keep filling treasures, keep preening his partners and sending an unnecessary message of power to all of the unwilling. 2 1 BMR079 Thief Ordinary Hero 8 Thief Hero Jerome, Kung Fu Monkey a visitor from a
distant country, studied martial arts under his hyperactive monkey legendar Syfu Wang. 4 1 BMR080 Silly Ordinary Hero 2? Hero Fool is lured to the basement of the boss monster with the fewest souls. (In case of a tie, he waits in town until the tie is broken.) 2 BMR081 cleric Epic Hero 11 Cleric Hero Katelyn, angelic healer among the greatest defenders of
righteousness, Katelyn is sometimes referred to as altissima luce — the highest light. 2 BMR082 cleric epic Hero 11 cleric hero Kerberos Dirtbeard, hailing from the canine cleric Highlands, never turns to discover this flea-bitten ascetic bringing down one. 3 1 BMR083 Cleric Epic Hero 13 Cleric Hero Lord Van Ette is a prophet and collector of tithe for
omniscient celestial, his miracle is enhanced by brandewijn distilled by the monks of Nintehn. 2 1 BMR084 Maulvi Epic Hero 13 Maulvi Hero Jejun and The dance and incandescent of the Holy Sisters, each is a danger on their own. But hi any who stand against the combined power of the sisters. 4 BMR085 Fighter Epic Hero 11 Fighter Hero Francois, Angel
It's brave warrior evil that stands alone against the rules of the world. 2 BMR086 Fighter Epic Hero 11 fighter hero Nate the Squidslayer This well-known warrior defeated the god of rocktop, the mighty Fulib. Now he wants to destroy King Croak himself.. । 3 1 BMR087 Fighter Epic Hero 13 Fighter Hero Antonius, Rune Knight A Elite Dragoon, Sir Tony wears
inscribed armor with magic runs of ancient and mysterious power. 2 BMR088 Fighter Epic Hero 13 Fighter Hero Asmor Aweless what Asmor lacks in tactical acuity, he makes up for in greater impulsivity. There's no door he won't kick down, much to the frustration of Arcadia's innkeepers. 4 1 BMR089 Maz Epic Hero 11 miz hero tempros time robber he will
use his controls over time to eliminate all crime. This world can be utopia in his hands. 2 1 BMR090 Maj Epic Hero 11 Midge Hero Chia Kang, U's Mysterious Warlock Hey, Listen! I think this boss is monster- silence, fairy! I'll crush him through the fire and flames in the name of order! 3 1 BMR091 Dana Epic Hero 13 Dana Hero Teric Warm, half elf Archmage
weakened by an evil curse, this once mighty warrior donned red robes and turned to magic. His chants are chnneled through a magical helmet of untold power. 2 1 BMR092 Pany Epic Hero 13 Mage Hero Wayward, Drift He is a traveller from a strange country whose only goal is whatever is right.. । Whatever that means. 4 1 BMR093 Thief Epic Hero 11 Thief
Hero Hiya, the deadliest ninja of the legendary Shinobi Arcadia, Hiya lives by the saying that revenge is a dish best served cold. 2 BMR094 Thief Epic Hero 11 Thief Hero Blackbeard Jake He hid the treasure he won by insulting sword in a smash-filled cave on the banks of a city called Astoria. 3 1 BMR095 Thief Epic Hero 13 Thief Hero Cecil Leoran, Master
Factotam ultimate jack-of-all trades, Cecil gold and not above taking hire work to earn glory. But his real goal has never changed: a way to find his betrothed Nevra back, locked in a rapier, in his original form. 2 1 BMR096 Thief Epic Hero 13 Thief Hero Wallbanger Basketweaver spend your days instead of this humble halfing world weaving baskets and
eating crumbly cookies. But when Adventure Calls, he proves to be a first-rate thief four one-hero-of-sort edit tool is the first extension for Owner Monster. Card NoNameSubtitle XP/Dam/HP/PhaseTreasureTypeEffect/Details Minimum PlayersQuantity THK001 Extra Life Maulvi Item - Maulvi Item Power Up: If this hero will be killed, it returns to the city instead.
(You get to keep this item.) Reward: This is the turn, you can not lose due to wounds. (Another player can still win due to spirits.) - 1 THK002 Holy Hand Grenade Maulvi Items - Maulvi Item Power-up: If this hero avoids your basement, you'll have to randomly discard two room cards. Reward: Each Your opponents will discard a room card at random. - 1
THK003's Curious Clothing Maulvi Items - Maulvi Item Power Up: Destroy the first advanced room that keeps this hero alive. Reward: Choose and destroy an advanced room in any dungeon. - Employee of 1 THK004 Healing Maulvi Item - Maulvi Item Power-Up: By the end of the turn, each hero entering his dungeon is +2 reward: heal a simple wound. - 1
THK005 Ghost Suit Fighter Items - Fighter Item Power-Up: This hero takes no harm from ordinary monster room. Reward: By the end of the turn, give the claws of all your ordinary monster rooms +1 - 1 THK006 Fearless Combat Items - Combat Item Power-Up: For each monster room in your dungeon, this hero +1 is reward: choose a hero. By the end of the
turn, for each monster room in your dungeon, that hero +1 - 1 THK007 oversized sword combat item - Give fighter item power-up: this hero has +5 reward: choose a hero in any dungeon. By the end of the turn, it has +5 - 1 THK008 Vorpal Blade Fighter Item - Fighter Item Power-up: If this hero survives your basement, you don't have +1 wounds until the end
of the turn. Reward: Kill a hero who has taken at least half the damage equal to his health. - 1 THK009 Antimagic Lizard Water Water Items - Man Item Power-Up: If this hero survives your dungeon, discard two random spell cards. Reward: Choose an opponent. That opponent leaves a random spell card. - 1 THK010 Ice Rod Maz Item - Man Item Power-up:
Any room that keeps this hero alive is deactivated by the end of the turn. Reward: Choose a room in an opponent's basement. It is deactivated by the end of the turn. - 1 THK011 Magic Mirror Days Item - Man Item Power-up: Rearrange your room before this hero enters your basement so that their order is reversed. Reward: Copy the ability of the boss of any
face-up item card. - 1 THK012 Necronomicon Gage Item - Gage Item Power-Up: If this hero avoids your basement, each of your opponent draws a spell card. Reward: Draw a magic card. - 1 THK013 Holding Bag of Thief Items - Thief Item Power-up: When this hero survives a room with at least two treasure icons, destroy that room. Reward: Find the discard
pile for a room with at least two treasure symbols and put it in your hand. - 1 THK014 Cheat Code Thief Items - Thief Item Power-Up: While this hero is in your basement, ignore the ability text of all the rooms in your basement. Reward: Choose a room in any basement. Ignore your ability text until the end of the turn. - 1 THK015 Ten Foot Pole Thief Items -
Thief Item Power-up: Disable the first trap room in your basement when this hero enters your basement. Reward: Choose a trap room in any basement. Disable that room until the end of the turn. - 1 THK016 Bomb Thief Item - Thief Item Power-Up: If this hero enters the last room of your basement, destroy that room. (It deals no harm.) Reward: Destroy an



ROom in your basement: Deal 5 damage to a hero in that room. - 1 THK017 Shoes of Jumping Universal Items - Universal Item Power-Up: Every time this hero survives a room, It ignores the next room that will enter. Reward: Reward: A hero in any dungeon. It ignores the next room in that basement. - 1 THK018 Pet Monster Universal Item - Universal Item
Power-Up: Disable the first monster room in your dungeon when this hero enters your dungeon. Reward: Choose a monster room in any dungeon. Disable that room until the end of the turn. - 1 THK019 Star of Invulability Universal Items - Universal Item Power-Up: This Hero ignores any damage from the first three rooms in your basement. Reward: Choose a
hero who escaped from your dungeon with this turn. Remove that hero from the game. - 1 THK020 Ring of Invisibility Universal Items - Universal Item Power-up: While this hero is in your basement or at the entrance to your basement, you can't play spells. Reward: Cancel a spell played during your adventure stage. - 1 THK021 Orcish Smithy Advanced
Monster Room 3 Fighter Room Once per turn during the construction phase, choose an unconnected item in the city. You can connect it to any hero, regardless of the treasure type. - 1 THK022 Burial Mound Advanced Mesh Room 3 Maulvi Room Once Per Turn, you can discard two room cards to flip on a face-down item card in your scorekeeping area. -1
THK023 Artificer's Workbench Advanced Trap Room 3 days room once per turn, you can choose a face-up item in your scorekeeping area and flip it face-to-face to pull the spell card. - 1 THK024 Magnetic Ceiling Advanced Mesh Room 3 Thief Room Once Per Twist, if a hero enters this room with attached items, you can place that item face-to-face in your
scorekeeping area. -1 THK025 Excavator - Build and Adventure - Spell Choose an item in any scorekeeping area. You can flip it face-to-face or face-to-face. -2 ♫ Digital Boss Monsterdit these cards were included with the paper and pixel set. Card NoNameSubtitleXP/Dam/HP/PhaseTreasureTypeEffect/DetailMinability DBM001 Chase Mentor of Monsters
499 Maulvi Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, for a turn per time you can discard a room card to choose a room and give it +1 counters. - 1 DBM002 Greg the New Boss 899 Fighter Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, you can give it a +1 counter whenever you create a simple monster room. - 1 DBM003 Blast Bombsdoor 699 Thief Boss Level Up:
For the rest of the game, once per turn you can destroy a room to deal with 1-6 damage to a hero in that room. - 1 DBM004 Elder Portal Trap Room 0 Maulvi Room When you create it, give it two +1 counters. Once per turn, you can remove a counter so that a opponent can discard the spell card. -2 DBM005 Hydra's Mire Monster Room 1 fighter room once
per turn, when a hero survives in this room, give this room a + 1 counter. - 2 DBM006 Spells Incubator Monster Room 0 Mage Room Once turn, when you cast a spell, give this room a + 1 counter. - 2 DBM007 Clock Tower Trap Room 0 Thief Room When you build this room, give it four + 1 counters. At the end of each turn, remove a counter. - 2 DBM008
Fireball! - Adventure - Your Spell a hero in 1-6 loss. And if you discard another magic card, deal the deal Damage each hero at the entrance of your dungeon. - 2 ♫ DBM009 Princess Epic Hero 16? When the hero appears in the princess city, each player can draw up to three spells or room cards. During the bait phase, the princess is lured to the player's
basement with the most cards in hand. ★ 1 Edit Hidden Heroes was created as part of boss monster video game Kickstarter, and the fourth edition of Boss Monster is rooted in printing instead of the regular set of heroes. Card NoNameSubtitleXP/Dam/HP/PhaseTreasureTypeEffect/DescriptionMinim PlayersQuaintity BMH056 Maulvi Ordinary Hero 4 Maulvi
Hero Avral Healer Avrell is a kindness and altruism person. Just as her smile warms the hearts of her around her, Everell mends the healing magic body and the spirit of those in need. 2 1 BMH057 cleric Ordinary Hero 4 cleric hero brother Ben survived a cleric of the time who serves three-quarters the order of the moon, giving brother Ben barely his last few
basement vivid information. Maybe this time he'll have more luck.. । 4 1 BMH058 Cleric Ordinary Hero 6 Cleric Hero Cyrus The Deathchched He was taught from an early age to hunt down the dead, but Cyrus was fascinated by the necromansi. As a neutral cleric of death, he walks a path that is dark.. । But not really evil. 2 1 BMH059 Cleric Ordinary Hero 6
Maulvi Hero Maxwell Monk He is a gentle man but when he sees the demons he clangs them with his silver hammer until they are dead. 3 1 BMH060 Cleric Ordinary Hero 8 Cleric Hero Armos, the cleric of Balance Armos once followed a dark path but came to understand the need for balance between good and evil. He sometimes walks a thin line, but does
what he can to maintain balance in all things. 2 BMH061 Maulvi Ordinary Hero 8 Cleric Hero Merethif Bear This macro shapeshifter is a recluse who likes the company of the bear. Though he's playful and gentle, he can command deadly weather magic when his anger is stirred. Four one BMH062 fighter ordinary Hero 4 fighter hero Aildarie, betrayed by high
Elf Paladin and left for dead after a duel with gimmick troll, Aildarie abandoned her vows. Now he embarks on a new quest: to get rid of the world of all trolls. 2 BMH063 Fighter Ordinary Hero 4 Fighter Hero Ken Wolfe, dimensional warrior Ken was born in another dimension, and even he's not his real home. Her sense of courage carries her from the world to
the world, and she wants to win anything in her way. 4 BMH064 Fighter Ordinary Hero 6 Fighter Hero Druhaus Once the only surviving dwarf of the mighty clan lost, Druhaus carries the weapons of his fallen brothers. She insists that her brothers are only lost, and that someday they will be bold together again. 2 1 BMH065 Fighter Ordinary Hero 6 Fighter
Hero Brynhilda, Shields spent the first centuries leading the lol for Valhalla, giving this Valkyrie tired of mortal warriors all have fun. Turning him back on his sisters, he now forges his way to glory. 3 1 BMH066 Fighter Ordinary Hero 8 Fighter Hero Hardy shunned from the world, this undead warrior never gives up in the dark. Most see him as abomination, but
he's still a hero, and he won't rest until the fight wins. 2 BMH067 fighter ordinary Hero 8 fighter hero Seren Tank His journey began as a quest to avenge the family he had lost. But now Sageren will sacrifice anything — or anyone will — in his relentless quest to stop the boss's demons. 4 1 BMH068 Mage Ordinary Hero 4 Maz Hero Arcais Darkhunter Arcais
was an ordinary man until he uncovered the mysteries of dungeon magic. Now he walks the fine line between fighting monsters and becoming one himself. 2 BMH069 Dana Ordinary Hero 4 Dana Hero Gandog Golden Lost in a Basement After its owner was killed, this adorable puppy wants revenge. He tries his best to imitate the mantra he's seen, but has
no idea what he's doing. 4 1 BMH070 Magi Ordinary Hero 6 Miz Hero Hellsfire, Apprentice I did not want to be a magician. I wanted my power not to hurt anyone. 2 BMH071 Magi Ordinary Hero 6 Mage Hero Javan Carter Javan is a scholar, skemer and Charlton who knows that knowledge is power. He calls himself a champion of the people, but his only real
purpose is to save his skin. 3 1 BMH072 Maj Ordinary Hero 8 Mage Hero Darkuan usurps an obscure figure with a powerful and inventive command of magic, Darkuan is determined to destroy the forces of evil... But his intentions are far from pure. 2 BMH073 Mage Ordinary Hero 8 Miz Hero Lieu, Crimson Sage Literally a lost soul, Lieu discovered the
secrets of blood magic when trapped in a huge library. Now he uses the blood of fallen heroes to take on all who oppose him. 4 BMH074 Thief Ordinary Hero 4 Thief Hero Leto Dormaster Leto is as much a threat to his party as he is to his enemies. He often opens every door in a basement looking for treasure. After all, her companions can handle monsters!
2 1 BMH075 Thief Ordinary Hero 4 Thief Hero Mickey dangerously he blows the city and loves every minute of it. You don't want to mingle with him. He's a loner... A rebel. 4 BMH076 Thief Ordinary Hero 6 Thief Hero Likeable Secret He's Got A Lot Of Good Things On Sale, Stranger. But don't ask where he gets them... It's a mystery to everyone. 2 1
BMH077 Thief Ordinary Hero 6 Thief Hero Scott Griffon Was Cursed And Killed When The Thief Tried to Rob Cleopatra's Grave! But becoming a lion body, the eagle-headed monster has done nothing to finish his thieving ways. 3 1 BMH078 Thief Ordinary Hero 8 Thief Hero Zac Ninjaner has become corrupted by the forces of evil. His life is now dedicated to
reclaiming his inventions from those who will use them to harm the innocent. 2 1 BMH079 Thief Ordinary Hero 8 Thief Hero Waparius Vemane, Berserker Rogue He is at best there is what he does. Or at least... Second best. 4 1 BMH080 Silly Ordinary Hero 2? Hero is lured to player's basement with fool Spirits. (In case of a tie, he waits in town until the tie is
broken.) 2 1 BMH081 Cleric Epic Hero 11 Cleric Hero Azriel, the purifier of the faith taken by human clerics, this cobbled curious now sets out to destroy the non-faith race.. । Especially his fellow Cobolds. 2 BMH082 cleric epic Hero 11 cleric hero Steve Rejunction Once an evil savannah who served herself to Shelda, Steve had crossed the double and died
in battle. Revived and redeemed by omniscient divine, this Kappa is now a force for good. 3 BMH083 cleric Epic Hero 13 Cleric Hero Coronal, pastor of Ghm to gain the power to raise his wife from death, Coronal agreed to spread a monster gospel. But when her own daughter became corrupt, she saw the fault of her methods. Now he wants to face the
servants of the monster and knock them all down! 2 BMH084 Cleric Epic Hero 13 Cleric Hero Ospreyman, Angel of the Earth Not a True Angel, Ospreyman is a druid who uses his mastery of shapeshifting magic to eclipse as a giant bird, take to the skies, and protect nature from evil. 4 1 BMH085 Fighter Epic Hero 11 fighter hero The Mound This oversized
soldier is a dirty fighter and irretrievable killer. The true knight trembles when he screams his battle cry: all the chickens and eggs you have gimme! 2 BMH086 Fighter Epic Hero 11 Fighter Hero Hunter, this master of deaf swordsman blades has overcome obstacles to become a famous warrior. He can't hear enemies sneaking behind him.. । But he can see
them coming. 3 1 BMH087 Fighter Epic Hero 13 Fighter Hero Zen Uz'Kali, armed with the shield of fallen fairy Kirax and blade of Scythe, he is a force of nature in the fight against evil. But some whisper that he is secretly the embodiment of an unknown boss.. । 2 BMH088 Fighter Epic Hero 13 fighter hero Sir O'Rourke bearded song Night Born Mute, he
never expected to join his clan's Battle Bards. But when she crafted Helena, her power-charged song Axe, she learned to unleash deadly music within. 4 1 BMH089 Maj Epic Hero 11 Miz hero Isabeau Falconer cursed by an evil cleric to never see the sun again, Lady Falconer spends her nights desperately searching for a spell to reunite her with his
girlfriend. 2 BMH090 Dana Epic Hero 11 Dana Hero Brendan Sparks, Vagrant Dana He owns only clothes on his back and pairing he is enchanted as his magic staff. Discounted by most as a mere hobo, he's actually one of Arcadia's mightiest mages. 3 1 BMH091 Miz Epic Hero 13 Midge Hero Delino the Black when he went to war as lightning caster, the
woman he loved was killed. Now he blames the world, and has dedicated his life to reviving him through any means necessary. 2 1 BMH092 Mage Epic Hero 13 Maz Hero The Great Gordonzo This freak magician is a puzzle. He slips in and out of dimensions, his mantra is written on a log he carries everywhere, and he knows not to be boob That's what they
look.. । 4 1 BMH093 Thief Epic Hero 11 Thieves Hero Pfligs Thinks Of Liberator Pfligs As a treasure hunter, but he'll steal anything that doesn't bolt down. He is also known to kidnap the offspring of the owners and trade them back to the coffers.. । 2 1 BMH094 Thief Epic Hero 11 Thief Hero Aeroog, Coco-Ninja too clever to be a warrior and too strong to be a
thief, Aerogue became a ninja. Wearing masks to conceal his identity, he now applies his analytical mind to killing bosses. 3 1 BMH095 Thief Epic Hero 13 Thief Hero Then, Whisper Gnome is best known for his love of gnome gadgets, gardening, and practical jokes. But this pint-sized crook was raised to be a mute, deadly, unstoppable killer. 2 1 BMH096
Thief Epic Hero 13 Thief Hero Patrick Cogstopper, Gnome Artifer When a whoops the moment his city wiped out, Patrik Cogstopper was left to wander the world in search of redemption. 4 1 Boss Monster 2Edit Boss Monster 2: The next tier was the first stand-alone extension for Boss Monster. Card
NoNameSubtitleXP/dam/HP/PhaseTreasureTypeEffect/DescriptionMinimum PlayersQuantity TN001 Doctor Scarecrow Fear 375 Maulvi Boss Level Up Ambassador: For the rest of the game, during the creation phase of the game you can choose a hero in the city to discard a card. That hero cannot be lured to this turn. - 1 TNL002 Belladonna Vampire
Baroness 350 Maulvi Boss Level Up: Heal a Wound. (Turn a face-down hero face-up.) - 1 TNL003 Torix Uz'Kali Beconer 725 Maulvi Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, whenever any monster room is left or destroyed, you can put it in your hand. - 1 TNL004 Killa Man Eating Monkey 825 Fighter Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, you give the last
room of your dungeon, 3 wounds or more, + 3 - 1 TNL005 Shelda Kappa Princess 425 Fighter Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, at the end of the turn you can swap the placement of two rooms in a basement. - 1 TNL006 Smoky Dwarf 625 Combat Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, you can draw a room card whenever you build a monster
room. - Kazanna genie of 1 TNL007 game 550 man kind boss level up: discard your hand, then draw 3 magic cards. - 1 TNL008 Dr. Timebender Mad Alchemist 925 Gage Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, once per turn you can discard a spell card to cancel the opponent's magic. - 1 TNL009 Nikolius Mysterious Dragon 975 Gaz Boss Level Up: For
the rest of the game, you can draw a magic card at the end of the turn if any player has received two more spirits from you. - Porks King 450 Thief Boss Level Up of 1 TNL010 Thieves: Choose a face down hero from your scorekeeping arena and remove it from the game. Find hero decks, choose a hero, and place it face-to-face in your scorekeeping arena. -
1 TNL011 Angstigoth A Winged Monster 475 Thief Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, draw a room card once you turn one when you kill a hero. - Eclipse Charrer 525 Of 1 TNL012 Spirits Up Theerif Boss Level: For the rest of the game, when you destroy a room in your basement, open room gain + 3 by the end of turn. - 1 TNL013 Dark Room 1 Maulvi*
2 room once per turn, you can discard a spell card to choose a room card from the discard pile and put it in your hand. - 1 TNL014 Imp Temple Monster Room 1 Maulvi * 2 turn per room, when you force an opponent to discard a card, put that card in your hand instead. -2 ♫ TNL015 Madman's Manor Trap Room 2 Maulvi room once per turn, if a hero dies in
this room, choose a spell card from the discard pile and put it in your hand. - 2 ♫ TNL016 Mysterious Crypt Trap Room 1 Maulvi Room When you build or uncover this room, you can choose a spell card from the discard pile and put it in your hand. - 2 ♫ TNL017 Haunted Hall Monster Room 2 Maulvi Room can destroy you to send a hero back to the city in this
room. - 2 ♫ TNL018 Inner Sanctum Trap Room 2 Maulvi Room At the end of each turn, if a hero does not enter this room, you can draw a room card. - 2 ♫ TNLUBUS Gym Advanced Monster Room 4 Maulvi Room When you build this room, each opponent will have to discard a room card. - 1 TNL020 Dragon Cemetery Advanced Mesh Room 4 Maulvi Room
Once Per Turn, if you take a card from the discard pile, draw a room card. - 2 ♫ TNL021 Wraith Throne Advanced Monster Room 3 Maulvi Room Once turn, if a hero dies in this room, each opponent will discard a magic card. - 1 TNL022 Rust Monster Pen Monster Room 1 Fighter * 2 once turn per room, you may discard a monster room to give a trap room-1
by the end of the turn. - 1 TNL023 Ghost Nursery Monster Room 1 Fighter * 2 rooms if there is a monster room in the room on the left side of this, give that room +2-2 ‧TNL024 Savage Hall Monster Room 3 Fighter Room when you build this room, choose and discard a magic card (if you have any magic cards in your hand). - 2 ♫ TNL025 Egg Point Monster
Room 2 combat room once turn per, if a hero dies in this room, draw two room cards. - 2 ♫ TNL026 Fangroot Garden Monster Room 2 fighter room once turn per turn, if a hero dies in this room, you can immediately create another room in your dunes. - 2 ♫ TNL027 Shrooman Cave Monster Room 1 Fighter Room When you build or uncover this room, give
another monster room +3 by the end of the turn. - 2 ♫ TNL028 Ghost Mess Hall Advanced Monster Room 3 Fighter Room give other monster room ever in your dungeon +1 - 2 ‧ TNL029 Megaworm Bill Advanced Monster Room 4 Fighter Room when you build this room, choose and destroy an advanced room in any dungeon. - 1 TNL030 Arena Advanced
Monster Room 2 Fighter Room Once per turn, you can reveal a monster room with your hand to give this room + X, where X that has the power of the room. - 1 TNL031 Antimagic Zone Trap Room 1 Mage* 2 Room You can discard it with your hand to cancel the opponent's magic. (Magic isn't cast. Place it in the discard pile. - 1 TNL032 Lost Library Trap
Room 1 Water * 2 Room discard a magic card so you can destroy this room to draw two magic cards. 2 ♫ TNL033 Frostbat Cave Monster Room 2 Dana Room You can destroy this room to disable a room in any basement. - 2 ♫ TNL034 TNL034 Pit Monster Room 2 Mage Room Whenever you play a spell, this room gains +1 by the end of the turn. - 2 ♫
TNL035 Observatory Trap Room 2 Gantry Room once per turn, you may discard a magic card to draw a magic card. - 2 ♫ TNL036 Sorceress School Monster Room 1 Dana Room When you build or highlight this room, make a spell card. -2 ♫ TNL037 Hall of Mirror Advanced Trap Room 2 Gage Room once per turn when an opponent plays a spell card, draw
a spell card. - 2 ♫ TNL038 Fundamental Generator Advanced Monster Room 3 Mage Room is +X in this room, where X is equal to the number of spell cards in your hand. - 1 TNL039 Brainsucker Queen Advanced Monster Room 3 Dana Room turn per one, if a hero dies in this room, draw two magic cards, then discard a magic card. - 1 TNL040 Bullet Builder
Trap Room 1 Thief * 2 Once per twist, you can discard a trap room to give a monster room-1 by the end of the turn. - 1 TNL041 debris room trap room 1 thief * 2 once turn per room, you can destroy another room in your basement to draw a room card. - 2 ♫ TNL042 Deadly Treadmill Trap Room 2 Turn per thief room once, you can discard a room card to draw
a room card. - 2 ♫ TNL043 Broken Bridge Trap Room 1 Thief Room If a hero survives this room, this room deals by the end of the turn +3 modified: once a hero survives in this room, this room deals by the end of the turn +3. - 2 ♫ TNL044 Spiked Pit Trap Room 1 Thief Room When you build or highlight this room, give this room +3 by the end of the turn. - 2 ♫
TNL045 Decapitator Mesh Room 2 Thief Room During the construction phase, you can choose a room in any basement to destroy this room and remove your treasure value by the end of the turn. - 2 ♫ TNL046 Chump Chomper Advanced Mesh Room 2 Thief One turn per room, you can destroy another room in your basement to give this room +4 by the end
of the turn. - 1 TNL047 blockpile puzzle advanced mesh room 5 thief room at the end of each turn, destroy a room in your basement. - 2 ♫ TNL048 Smashinator Advanced Trap Room 3 Turn per thief room once, you can destroy every other visual room in your basement to give this room +6 by the end of the turn. - 1 TNL049 Warp Tube Trap Room 1 Fighter +
Sawam Room you can destroy a hero in this room to send back to the first room of your basement. -2 ♫ TNL050 Bom-Boy Factory Trap Room 3 Fighter + Thief Room When a hero dies in this room or survives in this room, destroy this room. - 2 ♫ TNL051 Achaling's Hoard Advanced Monster Room 2 Universal Room (you can build this on a room with maulvi,
fighter, mage, or thief treasure. ) - 3 ♫ TNL052 Genie Lounge Monster Room 1 Mage + Thief Room When you build this room, if you don't have a magic card in your hand, create a magic card. - 2 ♫ TNL053 Werewolf Den Monster Room 1 Maulvi + Fighter Room Turn per one, you can discard a card with your hand to give a hero +1 by the end of the turn. - 2
♫ TNL054 Cursed Tomb Trap Room 1 Maulvi + Thief Room If any If the effect from the card causes this room to be destroyed, each opponent will have to discard two room cards. - 2 2 TNL055 Save Point Trap Room 0 Maulvi + Panar Room You can destroy this room to retrieve a spell card from the discard pile that plays this bend. - 2 ♫ TNL056 all your
base - build - see the hand of an opponent magic. You can take a room card from that opponent. - 1 TNL057 Another Castle - Adventure - Magic Choose a hero in your dungeon. Send that hero to the entrance of the opponent's basement. - 2 ♫ TNL058 Fairy Fountain - Construction - Magic Choose a room. By the end of the turn, it does zero damage and
each hero gains +1 from registering it. - 2 ♫ TNL059 it's on! - Adventure - Magic kill a hero in your dungeon who has 3 or less health. Or if you have 3 wounds or more, kill a hero in your basement. - 2 ♫ TNL060 hiring spree - Build - Draw magic three room cards, then give another player one of your room cards. - 2 ♫ TNL061 lightning bolts! - Adventure - The
magic of 3 losses to a hero in your dungeon. And if you discard another magic card, deal 3 losses to each hero at the entrance to your basement. - 2 ♫ TNL062 interrupting kids! - Build &amp; Adventure - Choose a room spelled. By the end of the turn, this is no competence text. Or choose a player. If three or more heroes entered that player's basement this
turn, that player can't win this twist. - 1 TNL063 Oh yes! - Build &amp; Adventure - Swap placement of two rooms in your basement. Or if two or more of your rooms have been destroyed this turn, choose and destroy a room in any basement. - 1 TNL064 Party Up - Adventure - Choose Magic A Dungeon. By the end of the turn, each hero entering that dungeon
+1 - 2 ♫ TNL065 pause - Adventure - Magic If you have a hero in your dungeon, return it to the entrance and restore it to full health. No hero can enter your dungeon until the next turn. - 2 ♫ TNL066 Mercy - Adventure - Magic Choose a hero in an opponent's dungeon. Remove that hero from the game. - 2 ♫ TNL067 Secret Stash - Build - Magic Choose a
room in your basement. By the end of the turn, give it an extra cleric, fighter, gandak or thief. - 2 ♫ TNL068 shortcuts! - Adventure - Magic Choose a hero in any dungeon. It skips the next room it will enter. Or if there are five rooms in that basement, the hero will enter the next two rooms. - 2 ♫ TNL069 super effective! - Adventure - Choose a room in your
dungeon to spell. It is related to +2 by the end of the turn. Or if only one hero was lured to your cellar at this juncture, he does +4 by the end of the room turn. - 2 ♫ TNL070 surprise gift - construction - magic during the construction phase, you may place a room in an opponent's basement instead of your own. (Keep it face down on a face upstairs room. The
opponent may still have another room place. Any build effect applies to the opponent. - 2 ♫ TNL071 Murray Minion - Adventure - Magic choose a face down hero in your scorekeeping arena and remove it from the game. Deal damages equal to that hero's health for a hero in his basement. - 2 ♫ TNL072 Wild Monster - Adventure - Magic you instantly In a
monster can build room on an existing room. - 2 ♫ TNL073 TNL073 Ordinary Hero 4 cleric Hero Elfstar Once confined to an acolyte simple orisons, Elfstar is now a true priestess who has mastered mind bonding magic. She acknowledged that nothing is more important than her spiritual development. 2 1 TNL074 Cleric Ordinary Hero 4 Cleric Hero Kelly
declared himself free of immunity for sin and temptation.. । An unwavering agent of virtue. 4 1 TNL075 Cleric Ordinary Hero 6 Cleric Hero Danae Slayer A woman of few words, Danae is constantly focused on his mission: to eliminate every dead abomination in Arcadia. As long as he believes, no zombie is safe. 2 1 TNL076 Cleric Ordinary Hero 6 Cleric
Hero Serious Ken, Pilgrim of Pain This zealot has mounted a man inquisition in the dark depths of arcadia dungeon. A serious slayer of govansh, she holds special disdain for Belladonna and her vampire kin. 3 1 TNL077 Vampire Ordinary Dark Hero 6 Maulvi Hero can once give this Hero +3 by the end of the turn to discard a room with any rival cleric, once
per turn. ★ 1 TNL078 Cleric Ordinary Hero 8 Cleric Hero Adynn, the son of a philandering elf the cleric of love, Adynn inherited his father's charm and beauty. As a missionary cleric of The Goddess of Love, she is always eager to practice what she preaches. 4 1 TNL079 Fighter Ordinary Hero 4 Fighter Hero Hookshot who was once commander of an elite
fighting unit lost his left hand in the fight. Now, with a battling hook permanently connected to his hand, Hookshot is the one who carries on the fight. 2 1 TNL080 Fighter Ordinary Hero 4 Fighter Hero Tarka, Eskimo Warrior This northern warrior will not rest until he finds his best friend. No basement is too deep to delve, no mountain too high to climb. She'll do
whatever it takes to bring her friend home. 4 1 TNL081 Fighter Ordinary Hero 6 Fighter Hero Lady Samantha His skills as a weapon made Lady Samantha one of arcadia's wealthiest nobles. Looking for greater glory, she armed herself with teeth and proceeded to hunt for the Brainsucker Queen. 2 1 TNL082 Fighter Ordinary Hero 6 Fighter Hero Ampersand
This dwarf warrior is great for his prodigious appetite, his puissant skills in arms, and his crazy temper. What he lacks in height is he makes for in anger fuel strength. 3 1 TNL083 Savage Ordinary Dark Hero 6 Fighter Hero can relinquish a room with fighter to give this hero +3 by the end of any opponent turn, once per turn. ★ 1 TNL084 Fighter Ordinary Hero
8 Fighter Hero Damok, Dragon Hunter consists of some phrases regarded to him as a barbarian for his primitive weapon, and his speech consists of secret phrases like Scythe, his face black, his eyes red. But nobody doubts Damok's skills in the fight. 4 1 1 TNL085 foot ordinary hero 4 miz hero Megan Missile Paniyi This fearless adventure, also known as
Blue Ever, is not your typical magician. Specializing in magic missiles, he would rather be battling monsters than studying dust tomes. 2 1 TNL086 Mage Ordinary Hero 4 Days Otus Magic Magic Things that have looked crazy will drive the most mortal men. But he's a man of vision, and a touch of madness only makes his magic more powerful. 4 1 1 TNL087
Footer Ordinary Hero 6 miz Hero A toddler and his mantra When an ordinary child discovered an injured mantra, he nursed back to health with candy. The mantra rewarded your kindness with an adventure to the world of magic. 2 1 TNL088 Palage Ordinary Hero 6 Page Hero Wink probably hasn't stopped the magical wink from going on to thrill him, or
referring to his pet chameleon to his acquaintance. But so far, everything is going well. 3 1 1 TNL089 Ordinary Hero 6 Gage Hero can relinquish a room with gage to give this Hero +3 by the end of any opponent move, once per turn. ★ 1 TNL090 1.5am Ordinary Hero 8 Miz Hero Iskandar, ice-day's one-time small-town librarian Iskandar became a hero when
he defended his city against the dragon attack. Now he wants to use his scary ice magic to bring down the dragons of Arcadia. 4 1 TNL091 Thief Ordinary Hero 4 Thief Hero Black Leaf Black Leaf is always the first to scout forward, swing across a ditch, or disable a poins trap. She always says there is no danger she fears to face, except for a life without
adventure. 2 1 TNL092 Thief Ordinary Hero 4 Thief Hero Murphy brilliantly he was an elusive, a carnival artist, and a con man... Before all, he turned sixteen. When he delved into his first basement, he discovered he had something else: a hero. 4 1 TNL093 Thief Ordinary Hero 6 Thief Hero Colgar, fugitive Prince he lost his kingdom to Seribacus, but he
retains his ancestral weapon. Now this royal crook must use his disc-glaive and his brain to gain his thone.. । Or at least his respect. 2 1 TNL094 Thief Ordinary Hero 6 Thief Hero Francisco Andringer This highly trained assassin from the southern Silver Kingdom is known as painter or blood. 6 1 TNL095 Hitman Ordinary Hero 6 Thief Hero can sacrifice a
room with thief to give this hero +3 by the end of any opponent turn, once per turn. ★ 1 TNL096 Thief Ordinary Hero 8 Thief Hero Raymond chained two times he was a robber, notorious for strapping his series with deadly precision. Now he's a man a mission. He tracks Croaking King across dimensions, and will stop at nothing to find him. 4 1 TNL097 Silly
Ordinary Hero 2? Hero Fool is lured to the player's dungeon with the fewest souls. (In case of a tie, he waits in town until the tie is broken.) 2 1 TNL098 Maulvi Epic Hero 11 Maulvi Hero Tyrone, Pharaoh Ascendant When Tyrone was young, the elders of the temple praised his hieroglyphs. But what began was an increase in miraculous power as mere
artistry. Now his intellect is revered throughout Arcadia. 2 1 TNL099 Cleric Epic Hero 11 Cleric Hero Branadin Wordblessed This cosmic historian travels tirelessly from the world to the world, inscribing each people's history and magic on copper plates. She never stops writing... Except for darkness To fight. 3 1 1 Necromansar Epic Hybrid Hero 12
Maulvi/Fighter Hero The hero is lured to the basement with the most combined mage and fighter treasure. Give this Hero +2 every time a player plays a spell while this hero is in your basement. ★ 1 TNL101 cleric epic Hero 13 Cleric Hero Heaven this son of an fairy and a mortal woman was born with clipped wings and half halo. Now he fights evil with a
sacred blade and a golden gauntlet known as the right hand of Boon. 4 1 TNL102 Fighter Epic Hero 11 Fighter Hero Lone Fox and Kit Some people know that this mysterious beauty was once a princess. With his daughter on her back, she uses her skills with the sword to seek victory against those who deposed her. 2 1 TNL103 Fighter Epic Hero 11 fighter
hero Ser Mortin deadly no knight is celebrated more, but do not invite Ser Mortin to your wedding feast. Many more have died to your blade, great as well as wicked.. । 3 1 TNL104 Swordmage Epic Hybrid Hero 12 Dana/Combat Hero This hero is lured to the basement with the most combined mage and combat treasures. Every time a player plays a spell
while this hero is in your dungeon, give this Hero +2 ★ 1 TNL105 Fighter Epic Hero 13 Fighter Hero O'Brien Destroyer every night, he begins a new quest for glory. This savage redhead has survived the rise and fall of many rivals. He knows what is best in life, and in the end, he will win. 4 1 TNL106 page Epic Hero 11 Midge Hero Dumbalf The Blue The
Blue The Spin-Rock Pyromensers and a man in the world of spiky haired wizards believe in keeping things classic. Dumbledalf proves that flowing beards and pointy hats never go out of fashion. 2 1 TNL107 miz Epic Hero 11 Miz Hero Wrathfus Namer Wrathfuss knew the names of most things, and so most things were for his command. He said to the air:
Break! And the wind broke. 3 1 TNL108 Druid Epic Hybrid Hero 12 Maulvi/Dana Hero The hero is lured to the basement with the most combined cleric and dana treasure. Give this Hero +X, where X equals the number of magic cards in your hand. ★ 1 TNL109 Foot Epic Hero 13 Maz Hero Markus, Geomansar Supreme Once, he lived alone in a flat, infinite
world. Alone, he braved his depth and his wealth mine for threats. Then there was a dream without this working in mine. He dreamed that he could create anything, even the whole world, and each world he created hosted a dreamer of his own. 4 1 TNL110 Thief Epic Hero 11 Thief Hero Rome is dashing with no blade, but Rome is an tortured soul. Not that a
monster lurks inside him, and the basement is the only safe place to channel his wrath. 2 1 TNL111 Thief Epic Hero 11 Thief Hero Gaimina, Thief of Dreams No door is locked for him, nor mind dreaming anyone, and he's not afraid of death. But Gaimina's light steps cast long shadows, and she should never let them overtake her. 3 1 TNL112 Archer Epic
Hybrid Hero 12 Fighter/Thief Hero This Hero Is The Most The combined fighter and thief are lured to the basement with treasures. Overlooking this hero's final room Basement. Modified: This hero is lured to the dungeon with the highest combined fighter and thief treasure. This hero leaves the last room of your basement. ★ 1 TNL113 Thief Epic Hero 13
Thief Hero Roberta, The Dreaded Robber His life became a nightmare when he was wedded to an evil prince and his true love was killed by a pirate. Roberta took vengeance on both, and now she does as she wants. 4 1 TNL114 Brothers Epic Hero 20? Hero this hero is the highest total souls lured to the player's dungeon with minus wounds. ★ 1 portable
powered portable power card that comes with collector box. Cards NoNameSubtitleXP/dam/HP/PhaseTreasureTypeEffect/DescriptionMinimum PlayersQuantity POP001Mobihandheld Hoodlum1989FighterBossLevel Up: For the rest of the game, all the monster rooms in your basement are portable. (Once per turn during the construction phase, you can
return a portable room in your hand.) -1 POP002Master's Handamonster Room1ClericRoomPortable you can return to your hand to return to the city to a hero in this room. -2 POP003War TurtleMonster Room2FighterRoomPortable When you build this room, create a room card. -2 POP004Arcane VortexTrap Room1MageRoomPortable once-per-turn, when
a hero dies in this room, draw a magic card. -2 POP005War Shiptrap Room1 When building this room, it has +2 advantages by the end of the turn. -2 POP0006Elder StatueAdvanced Trap Room2Cleric + ThiefRoomPortable Once a turn per when a hero dies in this room, you can flip over a face-down item card or take a magic card from the discard pile. -1
POP0007Leviathan EggAdvanced Monster Room2Fighter + MageRoomPortable When you return to this room in your hand, if the room is a monster room exposed to it, that room gains +3 by the end of the turn. -1 Edit Hidden Secrets are currently only available as rewards for Boss Monster 2: The Next Level Kickstarter campaign. Card NoNameSubtitle
XP/Dam/HP/PhaseTreasureTypeEffect/Details Minimum Playersquantity HSP001 Phoenix Feather Maulvi Item - Maulvi Item Power Up: When this hero enters his basement, choose a face-down hero in his scorekeeping area and return it to the city. Reward: Choose a face-down hero in an opponent's scorekeeping area and return it to the city. - 1 HSP002
Power Armor Fighter Items - Fighter Items Power-Up: Once turn up, a player can discard a room card to give this Hero +3 by the end of the turn. Reward: Choose a hero in any dungeon. You can discard a room card to give that Hero +3 to the end of the turn. - 1 HSP003 Mind Potion Gage Items - Gage Item Power Up: When this item is attached, every
player must draw and reveal a magic card, then at the end of the turn should relinquish that magic if it has not been played. Reward: Draw and reveal a magic card. At the end of the turn, if you haven't played that magic, discard it. - 1 HSP004 Golden Coin Thief Item - Thief Item Power-up: Every time this hero enters a room with more than one treasure icon,
give this Hero +2 reward: your dungeon Select any room. By the end of the turn, it benefits the cleric, gains, Ghar, or thief treasure. - 1 HSP005 Loyal Staid Universal Item - Universal Item Power-Up: This Hero Skips The First Room Will Enter. Reward: Choose a hero in the city. Attach this item to it and take it to the entrance of any basement. - 1 HSP006
finalized! - Adventure - Give your dungeon +2 the last room until the end of the magic turn. Or if any opponent has 8 spirits or more, give your basement the last room of +4 by the end of the turn. - 1 HSP007 get over here! - Adventure - Magic Choose a hero in your dungeon. It skips the next room it will enter. Deal 3 loss to that hero. Or choose an epic hero at
the entrance to your dungeon. It stops the first four rooms in your basement. Deal 10 loss to that hero. - 1 HSP008 inconceivable! - Adventure - Magic If you have received 2 wounds at this turn, drag two spelling cards. Or if you received 3 wounds or more this turn, draw three magic cards. - Get 1 HSP009 item! - Build and adventure - Spell items reveal the
top card of the deck. You can connect it to any hero. Or if you don't have a face-up item in your scorekeeping area, you can instead put that item face-to-face in your scorekeeping area. - 1 HSP010 Polymorphic! - Adventure - Magic Choose a hero at the entrance of your dungeon. You can swap it with any hero in the city. Or if you have two other magic cards
in hand, you can swap it with a hero at the entrance to any dungeon. -1 The Lost Leveledit the Lost Levels mini-pack is exclusively available on DriveThruCards.com. Card NoNameSubtitleXP/Dam/HP/PhaseTreasureTypeEffect/DescriptionMinimum Playersquantity LST000AnererakThe hidden Lich999ClericBosLevel above: Select each of your opponents
and two cards must discard. - 1 LST001 Wight House Monster Room 2 Maulvi Room This room + 2 deals for epic heroes. - 1 LST002 Room 1-1 Monster Room 1 Fighter Room If this is the most leftover room in your basement, it has +2. - 1 LST003 Shocksquid Pool Monster Room 1 Mage Room 1 turn once per turn, you can discard a magic card to deal with
3 losses to a hero in this room. -1 LST004 Piranha Tank Trap Room 1 thief room If a hero has harmed at least half of his health before entering this room, this room belongs to that hero + 2. - 1 Crash Landing Crash Landing is a mini-detail that adds a new treasure type, exotic artifacts and expands the game to allow 6 players. Card
NoNameSubtitleXP/Dam/HP/PhaseTreasureTypeEffect/DescriptionMinimum Playersquantity CRL001ImperiatrixQueen's Ooze475ExplorerBossLevel up: For the rest of the game, the room in your basement is +1 for each explorer treasure they have. - 1 CRL002KlonosAlien Metamorphosis 175ExplorerBossLevel Up: Choose another boss. For the rest of the
game, this boss also has the ability to level that boss. (The potential remains, even if that owner dies.) - 1 CRL0003MandoStellar Archeologist 855ExplorerBossLevel Up: You have a room pile in each opponent's basement at the top of the pile Can bring rooms. (It exposes those rooms.) - 1 CRL004 alien excavator mesh room 2 explorer room when you build
this room, you can move one Room in your basement to the top of your stack. (It exposes that room.) - 2, CRL005 Alien Ooze Trap Room 1 Explorer *2 Room If your basement has at least one other Explorer Treasure Room, give this room +1. (Note that owners don't count as rooms.) - 2, CRL006 Decoy Garden Monster Room 1 Explorer Room When you
build this room, by the end of the turn it receives explorer*2 treasure. - 1 CRL007 Frostman Lander Monster Room 2 Explorer Room you can discard this room with your hand to disable an advanced room in any basement by the end of the turn. - 2, CRL008 Invasion Swarm Monster Room 0 Explorer Room is room +1 adjacent to this room. - 2, CRL009
Reactor Core Trap Room 2 Explorer Room is +1 in your basement in the advanced room. - 2 CRL010 Digicron Library Advanced Trap Room 3 Explorer Room When you build this room, if you have at least one other advanced room in your basement, (including this one), draw two magic cards. - 1 CRL011 Hypercube Advanced Trap Room 4 Explorer Room
you can build this room in any room regardless of the type of treasure. - 2 CRL012 Omega 42 Advanced Trap Room 3 Explorer Room Once Per Turn, you can discard an advanced room to activate one when you build this room or the effect on any room in your basement when you uncover this room. - 1 CRL013 Crash Site Trap Room 1 Maulvi + Explorer
Room When you uncover this room, find the discard pile for an advanced room card and add it to your hand. - 2, CRL014 Caged Gundarf Monster Room 1 Fighter + Explorer Room When you uncover this room, your damage is doubled by the end of the turn. - 2, CRL015 Astronomical Map Mesh Room 1 Paz + Explorer Room When you highlight this room,
draw a spell card, then destroy this room. - 2, CRL016 Darkling Lair Monster Room 1 Thief + Explorer Room When you uncover this room, deal with 3 damage to a hero in your basement or at the entrance of your basement. - 2♫ CRL017 Prince Ordinary Hero 3? Hero this hero is the fewest total souls lured to the player's dungeon with zero wounds. After
Prince becomes a wound or soul, the player who can be in the basement he attracts two rooms, two spells, or one of each. 5+1 CRL018 Explorer Ordinary Hero 4 Explorer Hero Crash Dodge Galactic hailing from a small blue planet in the backwater, the crash has long remained of alien owners. At Arcadia he sees the chance to end his reign of terror once
and for all. 5+1 CRL019 Explorer Ordinary Hero 4 Explorer Hero Corbin Crichton is an interstellar taxi driver who took one too many lefts in the grand wormhole: Now, he's looking through the wreckage of crash landing for a potential way home. 5+1 CRL020 Explorer Ordinary Hero 6 Explorer Hero T'Matha braves the squidopod like a size, T-forehead crash
site again and again and then looking for omega 42, legendary weapons that might free your people from their greatest fault. 5+1 CRL021 Explorer Ordinary Hero 6 Hero Lindo Callari wanted space vampire, failed ambassador, hardcore gambler.. । Lindo had many reasons Run to Arcadia, but a great mystery that makes him want to find his way back. 5+1
CRL022 Explorer Ordinary Hero 8 Explorer Hero Doug O'Shib, ace pilot Doug Ace has demonstrated heroism, so often, that he's the most famous starfighter pilot in his galaxy. 5+1 CRL023 Explorer Ordinary Hero 8 Explorer Hero Man Saber wielding space monks to support Redrobe IT for his clan, the man didn't understand why he had to go on this distant
mission. 5+1 CRL024 Explorer Epic Hero 11 Explorer Hero Andromeda James is burrowed into the dark cellar of the galaxy in search of this fearless worm-o-naut lost relic, but tales of a crystal skeleton lost in crash landing have brought him to Arcadia. 5+1 CRL025 Explorer Epic Hero 11 Explorer Hero Morgan Fragman Morgan is a man of many talents:
soldier, master chef, and inter-eminent physicist. He entered Arcadia through a strange portal, and now all he wants is a one-way home. 5+1 CRL026 Explorer Epic Hero 13 Explorer Hero Banzai Barb All Trades of Space Zen, Banzai Barb leads his ragtag group of horsemen mounted in a neverending war to kick invaders out of Arcadia. 5+1 CRL027
Explorer Epic Hero 13 Explorer Hero Aliff Orbital Spaceman couldn't save his world from Aliff Frostmen, but by Mallmax he swore he'd protect the planet, until his trusty saber cat Hob'x was by his side. 5+1 CRL028 KING EPIC HERO 20? Hero during the bait phase, each player can vote to determine where the king is tempted. (If the vote is a tie, King lives in
town.) 5+1 CRL029 her finish! - Adventure - Kill a hero with magic 2 or less health. Or if you have fewer spirits than any player, choose a hero who escaped from another player's basement at this juncture. Take it face-to-face in your scorekeeping area. - 1 CRL030 Abstract Transfer - Adventure - Add +X to a hero in an opponent's dungeon, where X is equal
to the number of wounds you have. - 2 CRL031 Healing Tanks - Adventure - Magic if no heroes were lured to their dungeon during the bait stage, heal a simple wound. - 1 CRL032 Meteorite - Build - Choose a room in any dungeon to spell. By the end of the turn, it gains explorer treasure. - 1 CRL033 Not Dead Yet - Adventure - Magic do X damage to each
hero in your dungeon or at the entrance to your basement, where X is equal to the number of wounds you have. - Tools of Destruction 2 is a mini-extension released as an add-on in Boss Monster with powerful new objects including objects compatible with Crash Landing in 2017. Card No Name Subtitled XP/DAM/HP/Phase Treasure Type
Effects/Description Minimum Players Quantity IDO001 Mega Hammer Fighter Item - Fighter Item Power-up: Double the health of this hero. Reward: Give you a hero +2 for every wound. - 1 IDO002 Minotaur's Mantle Fighter Items - Fighter Item Power-up: When this hero is at the entrance to your basement, first in your basement Deactivate the room.
Reward: Choose a room in your basement. By the end of the turn, all the heroes that pass through Twice. - 1 IDO003 Energy Bow Fighter Items - Fighter Item Power-Up: This hero ignores the last tree room of his basement. Reward: Choose a hero at the entrance of another player's dungeon. He overlooks the last three rooms of the hero basement. - 1
IDO004 Tamer's Whip Fighter Items - Fighter Items Power Up: All your monsters have a base loss of Room 1 while this hero is in (or at the entrance to) your dungeon. Reward: Give a monster room in your dungeon + X damage by the end of the turn, where X is equal to the number of monster rooms in your dungeon. - 1 IDO005 Surprise Box Water Water
Items - Water Item Power Up: No one can play spells while this hero is in (or at the entrance) in your dungeon. Reward: Discard your hand and draw rooms and chants, each equal to the number of each you have left. - 1 IDO006 Portal Stick Man Item - Man Item Power-up: This hero leaves a room in your basement (beginning beforehand) for the ever Y spell
card in your hand. Reward: Choose a hero in any dungeon. It skips the next room it will enter. - 1 IDO007 Crystal Ball Found Item - Jalage Item Power-up: When this hero enters your dungeon, all players reveal their spells. Discard any of your spells that match those in the hands of other players. Reward: All players reveal a spell (if they have one or more).
Choose the revealed magic of oi and put it in your hand. - Flame of 1 IDO008 Achoom Gage Item - Gage Item Power-up: This hero ignores the ability text of all rooms that modify the loss of other rooms. Reward: By the end of the turn, give your room with treasure treasures +1 for adjacent rooms. - 1 IDO009 Lich Crown Cleric Item - Maulvi Item Power-up: If
this hero will hit your basement, return it to the city. You put this item. Reward: Choose a face-down loss equal to the health Hero.Do selected hero. - 1 IDO010 Shining Armor Maulvi Items - Maulvi Item Power-Up: This hero cannot be targeted by spells. Reward: Take a spell from the discard pile. - 1 IDO011 Heart Container Maulvi Item - Maulvi Item Power-
up: If this hero avoids your dungeon, choose a face-down hero in your scorekeeping area and flip it face-to-face. Reward: Choose a face-down hero in an opponent's scorekeeping arena. Return it to the entrance of that player's basement with +3. - 1 IDO012 Angel Wings Maulvi Item - Maulvi Item Power-up: This Hero Gain + X, where X is equal to the
number of souls you have. Reward: Give a Hero + X, where X is equal to the number of spirits you have. - 1 IDO013 Diving Rod Thief Items - Thief Item Power-up: This hero gets +1 for every treasure type (including your boss) near you in your dungeon. Reward: Give a hero +1 to every treasure type in your dungeon (including your boss). - 1 IDO014 Super
Magnet Thief Items - Thief Item Power-up: Disable all rooms in your basement with two or more treasure symbols when this hero is at the entrance of your basement. Reward: Choose a player and a treasure type. By the end of the turn, the hero has all the symbols of that type Basement. - 1 IDO015 Blast Box Thief Items - Thief Item Power-Up: Destroy room
dies in this hero. Reward: Destroy a room in any dungeon with a hero in it. That hero is killed. - 1 IDO016 Secret Map Thief Items - Thief Item Power-up: This hero leaves all the rooms that match the treasure types of any heroes at the entrance to your dungeon. Reward: Switch the first and last room of a basement. - 1 IDO017 Antifreeze Uniwarsal Items -
Universal Item Power-Up: When this hero is at the entrance to your basement, if there are any dormant rooms in your basement, immediately destroy those rooms. Reward: Reactivate all rooms in your basement. Draw a spell to reactivate each room. - 1 IDO018 Stolen Blueprint Universal Items - Universal Item Power-Up: Turn enters this hero city, no one
can create a room with a treasure icon matching this hero. Reward: You can immediately build an extra room in your basement, even if it's a sixth room. At the end of the return, destroy all the rooms you have created after using this item. - 1 IDO019 Pandora's Box Universal Item - Universal Item Power-Up: If this hero is at the entrance to your basement, you
can choose another hero at the entrance to your basement to kill immediately. Reward: You should take this item face-to-face. While this item is face-to-face in your scorekeeping area, any new items you receive must be put face-to-face. Leave a spell to rotate this item face-to-face. - 1 IDO020 Doppelganger Cloak Universal Item - Universal Item Power-Up:
This hero has health equivalent to the highest (modified) health value of any hero in a dungeon or in the city. Reward: During the construction phase, choose a hero in the city and designate a treasure type. That hero is tempted only by that type of treasure until the end of the turn. - 1 IDO021 Stun Gun Explorer Item - Explorer Item Power-up: Return that
room to your hand whenever this hero survives an advanced monster room. Reward: Each opponent should choose an advanced room and return it in their hand. It is only usable during the build phase. - 1 IDO022 Force Field Explorer Item - Explorer Item Power-up: This hero takes two short losses from advanced rooms. Reward: Choose a hero in an
opponent's dungeon. By the end of the turn, it ignores the damage from advanced rooms. - 1 IDO023 Lazer Drill Explorer Item - Explorer Item Power-up: When this hero enters your basement, choose a cover room from each room stack and bring it to the top of that stack. Reward: By the end of the turn, treat all your rooms as if they were just open. - 1
IDO024 Flying Saucer Explorer Item - Explorer Item Power-up: If you have only ordinary rooms in your basement, give this Hero +3. Reward: Find the room deck for an advanced room and put it in your hand. - 1 Banseer Bivan Acquisition of 1 IDO025 Artifacts 595 Explorer Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, you can face two items in your scorekeeping
area. - 1 IDO026 animals Master 785 Fighter Boss Level Up: Take one of your items (face up or face down) and place it under a monster That room has +3 until it is destroyed or covered. - 1 IDO027 Franz Psycho Juster 190 Man Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, draw a spell whenever you use the ability to boss an item. - 1 IDO028 Lady Vicks Bandit
Queen 365 Thief Boss Level Up: Take a face-up item from a hero in the city or any other player. Face it in your scorekeeping area. - 1 IDO029 Last 755 Maulvi Boss Level Ambra Shadow: View all face-to-face items in all players' scorekeeping areas. Choose one and face it in your scorekeeping area. - The rise of minibossedit rise of 1 minibosses is a
standalone extension released in 2018. This includes new coin and miniboss mechanics. Please note that (c) stands for the symbol of coins. Cards No Name Subtitles XP/Dam/HP/phase Treasure Type Effects/Description Minimum Players Volume RMB001 Gregor Death Knight 365 Maulvi Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, once turn profit (c) when
you kill a hero. - 1 RMB002 Calabeza Pumpkin Queen 205 Maulvi Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, once you can discard a monster room to promote a Miniboss instead of paying (C). - 1 RMB003 Belladonna Foul Temptress 860 Maulvi Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, once you can pay for the turn (c) (c) (c) to force an opponent to discard a
randon magic card. - 1 RMB004 Lamia Mother of Monsters 255 Fighter Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, benefit (c) whenever you create a monster room. - 1 RMB005 King Croak World's Best Boss 760 Combat Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, build minibosses that you start at level 2. - 1 RMB006 Ravens Hungry Wolfman 760 Fighter Boss
Level Up: For the rest of the game, once per diversion you can pay (c)(c) to double the damage value of a monster room. - 1 RMB007 Legendary Hex Wizards Supreme 535 Man Like Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, gain (c) whenever you cast a spell. - 1 RMB008 Oculus Dungeon Overseer 630 Man Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, draw a
spell when a hero dies in a room with a Miniboss. - Kazanna mistress of 1 RMB009 wish 935 Gage Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, once you turn you can pay (c) (c) (c) to draw a magic card. - 1 RMB010 DR Deadly Cobble Genius 300 Thief Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, benefit (c) whenever you create trap room. - 1 RMB011 Scott
Monstrous Moderator 780 Thief Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, your trap room is +1. Any adversary can give you (c) to cancel this capability by the end of your turn. - 1 RMB012 Kirax Greedy Queen 980 Thief Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, once per turn you can pay (c) (c) (c) to add one of any treasure type in any player's basement - 1
RMB013 Spectral Bomb Trap Room * 2 room you can force you to discard a random magic card to destroy this room. - 1 RMB014 Monster Academy Monster Room 1 Maulvi * 2 Room When you build or uncover this room, gain (c) (c) every miniboss you have with your hand For walks. - 2 RMB015 ancient guardtower trap room 2 maulvi rooms when you
build this room, An opponent. Once at this juncture you can give them (c) to take a random spell card from them. - Terror Trap Room 2 Maulvi Room's 2 RMB016 Tomb you can draw magic cards from a room or discard pile to discard it with your hand. - 2 RMB017 Imp Hoard Monster Room 1 Maulvi Room once per turn when a opponent leaves a card, you
can put it in your hand. - 2 RMB018 Vampire Lab Monster Room 2 Maulvi Room When you build or uncover this room, you can sacrifice a minibos to heal the wound. - 2 RMB019 Haunted Cavern Advanced Monster Room 3 Turn per Maulvi Room once, you can pay (c) and choose a hero at the entrance of your basement. It cannot enter your basement until
the next turn. - 1 RMB020 Minion Clinic Advanced Monster Room 3 Maulvi Room When you build this room, place up to three (c) on it. For each (c) you place, choose a card from the discard pile and put it in your hand. This room is at it for every (c)-1. - 2 RMB021 Outlaw Vault Advanced Mesh Room 3 Maulvi Room When you build this room, exchange your
stack with another player, even if you have no coins. - 1 RMB022 Minotaur Catacombs Monster Room 1 Fighter * 2 destroy this room to return a hero in it to the beginning of your dungeon in the room. - 1 RMB023 Ghost Market Monster Room 1 Fighter * 2 room whenever you make a room next to this room, profit (C) (C). -2 RMB024 power leech monster
room 1 fighter room if the room on the right side of this is a monster room, give that room + 2. - 2 RMB025 Fetid Beast Monster Room 3 Fighter Room Monster Room can not be built near this room. (But this room can be built adjacent to other monster rooms.) - 2 RMB026 Training Camp Monster Room 2 Fighter Room once per turn, you can discard a
Miniboss to double the loss of one of your monster rooms by the end of the turn. - 2 RMB027 Shrooman Aviary Monster Room 2 Fighter Room can discard this with your hand to give you a hero +3 by the end of the turn. - 2 RMB028 Dragon's Nest Advanced Monster Room 4 Fighter Room When you build or highlight this room, by the end of the turn, give
every other monster room in your dungeon +1 for every treasure icon of the room. - 1 RMB029 Doppelganger Hive Advanced Monster Room 2 Fighter Room is +1 for every hero in this room that was lured to his dungeon to turn this. - 2 RMB030 Foyer Fundamental advanced Monster Room 4 fighter room once per turn when a hero survives this room, gain
(c) (c) (c) . - 1 RMB031 Mysterious Portal Trap Room 1 Mage* 2 Room When you build or uncover this room, you can discard a Miniboss to draw a magic card. -1 RMB032 Alchemist's lab trap room 1 mage * 2 room once per turn, when you put a spell, profit (c) (c). (Cancelled spells are not inserted.) ) - 2 RMB033 Black Market Trap Room 2 Gage Room Per
Bend, when a room in any basement is destroyed, pay to draw a magic card (c) . - 2 RMB034 mind thresher trap room 2 pany panda room once per turn if a hero die in this room You can remove that hero from the game to draw two magic cards. - 2 RMB035 cursed well mesh room 2 man's fruit chamber you can discard A magic card or gain with your hand
to draw (c) (c) (c) . -2 RMB036 loot box trap room 1 padways room when you build this room, make payment (c) (c) and two spell cards. - 2 RMB037 Crystal Ballroom Advanced Trap Room 3 Days Room When you build this room, place up to three (c) on it. For each (c) you have to place, draw a magic card. This room is at it for every (c)-1. - 1 RMB038
Efreet's Chamber Advanced Monster Room 2 Mage Room Once turn according to when a hero is at the entrance of your basement, you can draw a magic card to give this room-2 or this room +2 to give a magic discard. - 2 RMB039 Magipede Advanced Monster Room 2 Mage Room is +1 for every magic card in your hand in this room. - 1 RMB040 Delver's
mine mesh room 1 thief * 2 room when you build or uncover this room, draw a room card. 1 RMB041 Garbage Slope Trap Room 1 Thief * 2 Room Once per turn when a room is destroyed, gain (c) (c) (c). - 2 RMB042 unstable my mesh room 2 thief room you can destroy this room to gain (c) (c) (c). - 2 RMB043 Sawtooth Pendulum Trap Room 2 thief room
once per turn, you can pay (c) to kill a hero in this room with 3 or less health. - 2 RMB044 catapult trap room 2 thief room once per twist, you can discard a Miniboss to disable a room in an opponent's basement. 2 RMB045 Endless Galley Trap Room 2 Thief Room you can destroy this room to add any kind of treasure to any player's dungeon by the end of
the turn. 2 RMB046 Paywall Advanced Mesh Room 4 Thief Room Each Twist, any player can give you any number of (C). For every (c) they give you, give this room - 1 by the end of the turn. 1 RMB047 Living Trap Advanced Trap Room 3 Thief Room you can destroy a monster room in your dungeon to kill a hero in this room. 2 RMB048 Drammil Advanced
Trap Room 2 Thief Room Once Per Build Phase, place one (c) on this room. This room is +1 for every (c). If you can not place a coin on this room, destroy it. 1 RMB049 Personnel Office Monster Room 1 Fighter + Dana Room once a time per turn benefit (c) when a opponent plays or promotes a Miniboss. 2 RMB050 Trophy Room Trap Room 1 Fighter +
Thief Room When you build or uncover this room, benefit (c) for every multi-treasure room in your basement, this one is included. 2 RMB051 Lightning Rod Trap Room 1 day work + thief room once per diversion, if a hero dies in this room, then profit (c) (c)) (c)). 2 RMB052 Pixie Fountain Monster Room 1 Maulvi + Combat Room for you to destroy this room
(c) every wound might benefit for you. 2 RMB053 Keystone Trap Room 1 Maulvi + Thief Room you can destroy this room to gain (c) for every room remaining in your basement. 2 RMB054 Shadow Mesh Room Of Pool 1 Cleric + Panat Room Once per turn, you can relinquish a spell for profit (c) (c) (c) . 2 RMB055 Spike Miniboss - Room Level 1: This room
has +1. Level 2: Once per turn, a card to do 2 damage to a hero in this room Level 3: Choose a miniboss. Return the card to the hand of its owner. Reset to level one. 1 RMB056 Kid Croak Minibosss Fighter Room Level 1: This Room Gains +1 Fighter. Level 2: Once during the turn per time Build the step, you can switch the position of two rooms in any
basement. Level 3: Give all monster rooms in a dungeon +1 or -1 until the end of the turn. Reset to level one. 1 RMB057 Draculad Miniboss Maulvi Room Level 1: This Room Gains +1 Maulvi. Level 2: Once per turn, you can return a hero to your basement for the city. Level 3: Look at an opponent's hand. You can take a spell or room card from them. Reset
to level one. 1 RMB058 Rocky Miniboss - Room Level 1: You can build any room on top of this one, regardless of the treasure icon. Level 2: When a hero dies in this room, you can treat just built-in as another room in your basement. Level 3: Give a hero in any dungeon +5 by the end of the turn. Reset to level one. 1 RMB059 Serebela Miniboss mage Room
Level 1: This room gains + 1 savanna. Level 2: When a hero dies in this room, you can draw a magic card. Level 3: Choose a dungeon. Heroes ignore all the potential text in that dungeon by the end of the turn. Reset to level one. 1 RMB060 Paddywhack Miniboss Thief Room Level 1: This Room Benefits + 1 Thief | Level 2: Once per turn you gain one or
more coins, get an extra coin. Level 3: Kill a hero in this room. Reset to level one. 1 RMB061 Icicle Man Minibosss 1 - Room Level 1: This room is +1. Level 2: Ignore the ability text of any heroes or epic heroes, in your dungeon, or at the entrance. Level 3: Disable a room in any basement until the end of the turn. Reset to level one. 1 RMB062 Mageseeker
Miniboss 1 * Mouse - Room Level 1: This room is +1 for every treasure icon. Level 2: Once per turn, you can discard a magic card to cancel an opponent's spell. Level 3: Choose a dungeon. By the end of the turn, the heroes entering that dungeon leave their first room. Reset to level one. 1 RMB063 Brassknuckle Miniboss 1 - Room Level 1: This room is +1.
Level 2: Once per twist when a hero dies in this room, draw a room card. You can immediately build that room. Level 3: Double the damage of this room by the end of the turn. Reset to level one. 1 RMB064 Jinx Miniboss - Room Level 1: Draw an extra room at the beginning of the construction phase, then discard a room. Level 2: Double the treasure value of
this room. (This is an additional copy of each printed treasure icon it has.) Level 3: Choose a hero in the city. Place it at the entrance of your basement. Reset to level one. 1 RMB065 unexpected - either - if you do not have any coins in your hoard, profit (c) (c)(c)). 2 RMB066 Internship - Build - Place the top three cards of the room deck in the spelling discard
pile. If one of these cards is miniboss, you can quickly create it. (In addition to your normal build turn.) 2 RMB067 Soul Dragon - Construction - Magic Choose a room in any dungeon. By the end of the turn, it is one of the types of treasures instead of its usual treasures. 2 RMB068 sabotage! - Either - choose a room to spell. By the end of the turn it has no
competence text. Or, if Have more miniboss than your opponent, so disable that room until the end of the turn. - 2ND RMB069 RAGE! - Either - Magic Choose a Miniboss. For every level that , give your room +1 until the end of the turn. And, if you only have one minibos, you can double the loss of that room. Ambush 2 RMB070 - Adventure - Magic Yo may
discard two monster room cards or a Miniboss card to kill a hero in your dungeon. 2 RMB071 reborn - either - magic chose a player (including myself). This playway leaves their hand and draws rooms and spells equal to the number of each they abandoned. 2 RMB072 LOOT! - Either - the magic of 2 losses to a hero in your dungeon. Or deal with 4 damages
to a hero in a room that contains a miniboss. . . . 2 RMB073 to win - either - choose a room to gain + 1 by the end of the spelling turn, as well as an extra +1 for each (c) payment when you cast this spell. 2 RMB074 Zoning Board - Build - Spell for your build turn, you can create an advanced room at the top of any other room ignoring the matching of treasure
icon requirements. Respawn 2 RMB075 – either – spell all of your room as if they had just been built to treat. 2 RMB076 Heist - Construction - Magic Choose a room in any basement. Mouse the treasures of that room until the end of the turn. 2 RMB077 short circuit - either - choose Magic rival casting a magic. By the end of the turn, that opponent will have to
pay (c) for each magic they want to cast. If they don't, that spell is cancelled. 2 RMB078 Traitor - Build - Magic Choose a Rival's Miniboss. You can pay that opponent at the level per minibos and immediately build it at the same level. You can not make a room at this juncture. 2 RMB079 ARMOR UP! - Either - give a hero +1 by the end of the magic turn and
give this hero an extra +2 by the end of every (c) turn to you when you spend. 2 RMB080 cleric ordinary hero 4 maulvi hero Felicity, joyful nurse Felicity is an accomplished hero and sworn pacifist. If he had his own way, he'd be healing monsters instead of fighting them. 2 1 RMB081 Maulvi Ordinary Hero 4 Maulvi Hero Wolfhard, teen hero This young Rajput
fights both ordinary and strange bad things. When his friends need it, nothing can stop him. Four 1 RMB082 cleric ordinary hero 6 cleric Hero Holkin, Nabir Holkin plays many roles — maulvi, writer, basement delver, employer and freestyle rapper — but he prefers to think of himself as an adventurepeneur. 2 1 RMB083 Cleric Ordinary Hero 6 Maulvi Hero
Luz, kind-paced Luz is a fast-paced heroine who brings good vibrations a pwerful treatment to any fight. When Luz is around, heroes only die several times. 3 1 RMB084 investigator Ordinary Dark Hero 6 Maulvi Hero can pay any number of times per turn, each opponent (c) to spend by the end of this hero +1 per (c) turn. ★ claims to have vanquished
hundreds of 1 RMB085 cleric ordinary hero 8 cleric Hero Josie, vampire slayer Josie vampire. It's hard to know, though. He's not just the slayer of the undead, but a master storyteller as well. 4 1 RMB086 Fighter Ordinary Hero 4 Fighter Tess, Dwayne Shields Tess risked relegation to become an adventurer. Travel with a group of travel Women, Tess has yet
to find a basement or tavern she can't leave in ruins. 2 1 RMB087 Fighter Ordinary Hero 4 Fighter Hero Is the Perfect Time to Go On An Adventure, Ever Human For Steven Steve! She may look like a normal kid, but Steve and his friends will always find a way to save the day. 4 1 RMB088 fighter ordinary Hero 6 fighter hero Rotut, half giant Intrepid Rotut
has the strength of his legendary mother, his human father's courage and drinking skills that brought together the unexpected pair. 2 1 RMB089 fighter ordinary hero 6 fighter hero Maxine, sister of steel When her homeland apocalypse was destroyed by magic, Maxine donned the sealed armor of her ancestors and set out to return orders to the country. 3 1
RMB090 Sellsword Ordinary Dark Hero 6 Fighter Hero one turn per time, each opponent can pay any number (c) to spend by the end of this hero +1 per (c) turn. ★ 1 RMB091 Fighter Ordinary Hero 8 Fighter Hero who is training Dragons to build golems from Smith, this blacksmith is for any adventure. And when all hell; Breaking loose, he'll be right in the



eye of the storm. 4 1 RMB092 Mage Ordinary Hero 4 Mage Hero Eloie Marlborne 2 1 RMB0093 Mage Ordinary Hero 4 Mage Hero Axi, Mintable 4 1 RMB094 Paage Ordinary Hero 6 Maj Hero Clabrina, Familiar 2 1 RMB 095 Paalage Ordinary Hero 6 Page Hero Brothers, Illusionist Mastering 3 1 RMB096 Alchemist Ordinary Dark Hero 6 Page Hero Once Per
Turn, each opponent this hero +1 per (c) to spend till the end of the turn any number (C) can pay. ★ 1 RMB097 Maz Ordinary Hero 8 Midge Hero Dovkro, Dragon 4 1 RMB098 Thief Ordinary Hero 4 Thief Hero K'Bothi Spy 2 1 RMB099 Thief Ordinary Hero 4 Thief Hero Steel Mouser 4 1 RMB100 Thief Ordinary Hero 6 Thief Hero Ofcroak Born, Venge
handmaid 2 1 RMB101 thief ordinary hero 6 thief hero coco piper 3 1 RMB102 rogue ordinary dark hero 6 thief hero turn one turn per bar , each opponent can pay any number of (c) per this hero +1 per (c) to spend until the end of the turn. ★ 1 RMB103 Thief Ordinary Hero 8 Thief Hero Marmo, Master of Dreams 4 1 RMB104 Silly Ordinary Hero 2? Hero
Fool is lured to the player's dungeon with the fewest souls. (In case of a tie, he waits in town until the tie is broken.) 2 1 RMB105 Maulvi Epic Hero 11 Maulvi Hero Haize, Half Fairy 2 1 RMB106 Maulvi Epic Hero 11 Maulvi Hero 3 1 RMB107 Paladin Epic Hybrid Hero 12 Maulvi + Fighter Hero This hero gains +1 for every (c) you have. ★ 1 RMB108 Maulvi
Epic Hero 13 Maulvi Hero Koverian, Executioner 4 1 RMB109 Fighter Epic Hero 11 Fighter Hero Varka, Combat Instructor 2 1 RMB110 Fighter Epic Hero 11 Fighter Hero Zheng-Yi, One Kick Woman 3 1 RMB111 Relic Hunter Epic Hybrid Hero 12 Dana + Thief Hero This hero leaves every room in your basement with more than one treasure type. ★ 1
RMB112 Fighter Epic Hero 13 Fighter Hero Undena, Invisible Wrestler 4 1 RMB 1113 Maj Epic Hero 11 Days Hero Juttara, Elemental Master 2 1 RMB 114 Miz Epic Hero 11 Ganha Hero Evil Genius 2 1 RMB115 Warlock Epic Hybrid Hero 12 Dana + Soul Hero When This Hero Happens in Your Dungeon, You can give this hero-x ★ 1 RMB116 paden epic
hero 13 paalage hero shigeru spobinder 4 1 RMB117 thief epic hero 11 thief hero moran, master of key 2 1 RMB118 thief epic hero 11 thief hero marsden, Reformed Outlaw 3 1 RMB119 Tax Collector Epic Hybrid Hero 12 Coin + Thief Hero When this hero is in your basement, you can pay x(c) to give this hero-x ★ 1 RMB120 thief epic hero 13 thief hero
petros, Dwarven Noble 4 1 RMB121 parent epic hero 20? Hero When it enters hero city, place one (c) on all heroes already in the city. The boss who kills each hero can claim its (c) as a reward. The generators are lured to the player's basement with the most treasure icons. ★ 1 Kingkiller Hero Packit This limited availability pack is fully available through the
Worldbuilders market. Card NoNameSubtitleXP/dam/HP/PhaseTreasureTypeEffect/DescriptionMinimum Playersquantity KNG001KilvinvinOrdinary Unique Hero6ClericHeroAny Other hero who enters your basement benefit this turn +1 by the end of the turn. ★ 1 KNG002 Washet Ordinary Unique Hero 6 Fighter Hero Ignores the ability text of this turn
advanced monster room any other hero who enters your dungeon. 1 KNG003 Elodin ordinary unique hero at the end of the bait stage ★ 6 man hero, discard a spell for every other hero with Elodin at the entrance of your dungeon. ★ 1 KNG004 Aer Simple Unique Hero 6 Thief Hero Any other hero who enters your dungeon this turn ignores the ability text of
advanced trap room. ★ 1 KNG005 Denna Simple Unique Hero 2? Hero at the end of the bait phase, Dena is lured to the player's dungeon with the fewest heroes at the entrance to his basement. 2 1 KNG006 Kvothe Epic Hero 16? Hero when Kvothe is at the entrance of his basement, a treasure type name to choose an opponent. Kvothe ignores the ability
text of any room with that treasure type. Kvothe is lured to the player's dungeon with the most treasure icons. Overboss ★ 1: A Boss Monster Adventure Edit These two cards were available in The Overlord's Kickstarter campaign (another game from Brotherwise Sports). Card No Name Subtitles XP/Dam/HP/Phase Treasure Type Effects/Description
Minimum Players Volume OVRLRD1 Mass Army of Overlord 616 Maulvi Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, Once per turn you can remove a face-down hero in your scorekeeping area from the game to give a room +5 by the end of the turn - 1 OVRLORD2 Overworld Gate Advanced Trap Room 1 Maulvi Fighter Pan Favorite Room When you build this
room, if it is left the best room in your basement, you can choose an epic hero in the city and place it at the entrance to your basement. - 1 PrototypeSedit These prototypes list all cards that were changed or replaced in later versions. This is not a complete list of all cards included with the prototype. is italized. Card Card Playersquantity BMA001 Dracullord
Shows His Or His Or Hand: 550 Maulvi Boss Level Up: Target Opponent. Take a card and put it in your hand. - 1 BMA004 Robobo Angry Golem 750 Fighter Boss Level Up: Choose and destroy a room in any dungeon. - 1 KSA001 TBD Golden Dragon 1000 Thief Boss Level Up: For the rest of the game, it's Maulvi, Fighter, and Mage Treasure. - 1 KSA004
TBD Cleric Assassin 575 Maulvi Boss Level Up: You can choose a cleric in the scorekeeping area of any opponent and place it at the entrance of your basement. - Unknown BMA032 Crusher Advanced Trap Room 3 Thief Room destroys another room in your basement: your rooms deal with + 3 damage by the end of the turn. -2 BMA040 Killer - Build and
Adventure - Spell Place this card in the opponent's scorekeeping area. (It counts as a wound.) - Unknown BMA047 freeze-build and adventure - Choose magic and disable a room in any basement. (It's turned sideways by the end of the turn.) - Unknown BMA053 Teleportation - Adventure - Magic Send a Hero Back to the first room of your dungeon. -
Unknown BMA061 Fighter Ordinary Hero 5 Fighter Hero mysterious adventurer this hero can be you! For more information, visit 2 1 BMA081 Cleric Epic Hero 13 Maulvi Hero Mysterious Adventurer BrotherwiseGames.com this hero you can be! For more information, visit 4 1 BMA0 BrotherwiseGames.com?? Maulvi Ordinary Hero 5 Maulvi Hero Mysterious
Adventurer This Hero Can Be You! For more information, visit 3 1 BMA0 BrotherwiseGames.com?? Maulvi Epic Hero 11 Maulvi Hero Mysterious Adventurer This Hero Can Be You! For more information, visit 3 1 BMA0 BrotherwiseGames.com?? Fighter Ordinary Hero 6 Fighter Hero mysterious adventurer this hero can be you! For more information, visit 3 1
BMA0 BrotherwiseGames.com?? Combat Epic Hero 13 Fighter Hero Mysterious Adventurer This Hero Can Be You! For more information, visit 4 1 BMA0 BrotherwiseGames.com?? Footer Ordinary Hero 5 miz Hero mysterious adventurer this hero can be you! For more information, visit 3 1 BMA0 BrotherwiseGames.com?? Footer Epic Hero 11 Jalage Hero
Mysterious Adventurer This Hero Can Be You! For more information, visit 3 1 BMA0 BrotherwiseGames.com?? Thief Ordinary Hero 5 Thief Hero Mysterious Adventurer This Hero Can Be You! For more information, visit 3 1 BMA0 BrotherwiseGames.com?? Thief Ordinary Hero 6 Thief Hero Mysterious Adventurer This Hero Can Be You! For more
information, visit 4 1 BMA0 BrotherwiseGames.com?? Thief Epic Hero 11 Thief Hero Mysterious Adventurer This Hero Can Be You! For more information, visit 3 1 BMA0 BrotherwiseGames.com?? Thief Epic Hero 13 Thief Hero Mysterious Adventurer This Hero Can Be You! For more information, visit four one BrotherwiseGames.com - Kickstarter ad card---
Coming to Kickstarter October 13, 2012 Boss Monster Dungeon - Join Evil in Building Card Game bwisegames.com - Unknown Card NoNameSubtitleXP/Dam/HP/PhaseTreasureEffect/DescriptionMinim PlayersQuadity BMA031 Recycling Center Trap Room 3 Thieves If the room in your basement is destroyed, you can draw two room cards. - 2 BMA057
Cleric Ordinary Hero 4 Maulvi Hero Evelya, Acolyte of law even as an acolyte, he was scared by demons, undead, and dusty bunnies. 4 1 BMA057 Maulvi Ordinary Hero 6 Maulvi Hero Tyrone, his mastery of temple munshi hieroglyphs was uncanny for one so young. But his skills as an artist were nothing next to his talent for magic. 2 1 BMA059 Cleric
Ordinary Hero 6 Maulvi Hero Kelly orders this acolyte declaring himself free from immunity to sin and temptation.. । An unwavering agent of virtue. 3 1 BMA060 Maulvi Ordinary Hero 8 Maulvi Hero Katrina Lightbringer was blessed with the power to conjure idol creatures only from this priestess light of the creator. 2 1 BMA063 Fighter Ordinary Hero 6 Fighter
Hero Jarek, As Square A Squirrel for lion knights, Jarek loved nothing more than stories and legends. He had no idea that someday he would be one. 2 1 BMA063 Fighter Ordinary Hero 4 Fighter Hero Marius Bold He came from humble origins, but he was destined to plumb the depths of Arcadia's dark dungeons. 4 1 BMA065 Fighter Ordinary Hero 6 Fighter
Hero Still Tam 'Findelas, fencing an eladrin who entered the mortal world and became an unlikely hero, Stiile was almost as warrior as he thought himself. 3 1 BMA067 Fighter Ordinary Hero 8 Fighter Hero Kerberos Dirtbeard, hailing from the Canine Warrior Highlands, never turns exploring bringing down this shaggy soldier. 4 1 BMA069 Pouge Ordinary
Hero 4 Day Meal Hero Dumbledalf Blond as a young, Dumbledalf was a faithful friend to the dark magician who became Cerebellus. Some say they were more than friends... 4 1 BMA069 Dana Ordinary Hero 6 Dana Hero Daphne, daughter of legends Her father was a time travel hero and her mother was a great princess. But that was their link to the future.
2 1 BMA073 pa oz ordinary hero 8 mage hero Quothe Ladykiller, polymath he was a musician, a scholar, a storyteller, a swordsman, and a master of the mysterious, but most of all ... A ladies man. By day 4 one BMA071 thief ordinary hero 4 thief hero scarlet, Dilettante he was a princess of Arcadia, but by night he donned black leather and delved into
dungeons. 2 1 BMA075 Thief Ordinary Hero 4 Thief Hero Ratkiller Masterless Former Apprentice for a Killing Wizard, now this trickster is forced to rely on his brain, his blade, and his savage companion. 4 1 BMA075 Thief Ordinary Hero 6 Thief Hero Murphy Brilliant He was an elusive, a carnival preformer, a con man. But he had no idea how much lies he
was living. 2 1 BMA078 Thief Ordinary Hero 8 Thief Hero Francisco Andringer This highly trained assassin from the southern Silver Kingdom is known as the painter of blood. 2 1 BMA080 Maulvi Epic Hero 13 Maulvi Hero Tyrone, in the final battle with Pharaoh Ascendant Mummy, Tyrone realized that the divine power he had had was his own. 2 1 BMA082
Maulvi Epic Hero 11 Maulvi Everlia, the priestesses of the order he became a champion of peace, order and obsessive sociable tidiness. 3 1 BMA084 Fighter Epic Hero 13 Fighter Hero Sir Jarek Dragonslayer can defeat a clever mind, only a knight with strong weapons, and a pure heart possible golden dragon. 2 1 BMA085 Fighter Epic Hero 11 Fighter Hero
Marius Mighty getting a helmet was his first priority, defeating King Croak was his next. 2 1 BMA086 fighter epic Hero 11 fighter hero Still Del Reus, ridiculed by knight monsters of the brave, revealed as one, and nearly killed by Tiamat.. । Yet his ego remained surprisingly intact. 3 1 BMA089 footer epic hero 13 day hero mysterious adventurer this hero can
be you! For more detials, the journey BrotherwiseGames.com four one 1 BMA090 midge epic hero 11 midge hero Dumbledalf White Long had his beard, the point was his hat, and mighty was his magic. 3 1 BMA090 Thief Epic Hero 11 Thief Hero Scarlet Anja, Queen of Thieves they called him 'he's the devil with a crossbow' and he was scared by the
monsters owning across Arcadia. 2 1 BMA092 Thief Epic Hero 13 Thief Hero Murphisteles, Tiefing Wicked did nothing to sway Murphy by way of heroism to discover his true nature. 2 1 1
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